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Abstract
The direction of the global cellular industry is primarily determined by two
standardisation bodies, the 3*^^^ Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) (in
Europe and Asia) and 3GPP2 (in North America).

Both of these

standardisation bodies are currently specifying a core network to deliver IP
based multimedia services over 3G wireless networks.

One of the

fundamental building blocks of this IP based multimedia core network is the
use of SIP (Session Initiation Protocol) as the control protocol. The radio
resource, that is the available frequency spectrum, in wireless communication
systems remains a limiting factor in teims of the bandwidth available to an
individual user.

More than a decade of research, standardisation and

development has been spent in bandwidth optimisation of GSM signalling
protocols. Because SIP is an ASCII text based protocol, messages are long,
up to and over 800 bytes. Therefore, the use of SIP for advanced signalling to
support IP based multimedia in cellular networks would reverse the effort that
has gone into signalling optimisation.

The Session Initiation Protocol

initiates interactive communication sessions between users.

It also handles

termination and modification of sessions. SIP does not actually define what a
“session” is, this is described by the content carried within the SIP messages.
This study presents a compression technique called Text Based Compression
using Cache and Blank approach (TCCB). This technique proposes a means
to combat these adverse effects by reducing the size of SIP messages before
they are transmitted.

The compression scheme presented is efficient and

simple employing a variety of features to ensure maximum possible
compression of each message can be achieved without sacrificing the
integrity of the messages transmitted.

The non-invasive implementation of

the proposed scheme also makes it an attractive strategy for achieving
efficient usage of available radio resources and reducing call set-up delay so
that it might be in the acceptable region of GSM.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Telephony services today are provided for the most part over circuit switched
networks. With the proliferation of the Internet, a new trend that is fast emerging is
to provide telephony services over Internet Protocol (IP) networks known as IP
telephony [1],

IP telephony has attracted significant interest due to the substantial

cost savings that can be achieved and the ubiquitous nature of IP in emerging
network systems.
Traditional circuit-switched telephone networks were designed to carry voice traffic.
However, because circuit-switched networks reserve an entire channel for each
conversation (even when no-one is talking), they do not use the network’s available
bandwidth in the most efficient way.

Over the last two decades, both service

providers and enteiprises have been using packet technologies e g. IP, to transport
data. In a packet network, packet switching interleaves bits and bytes of traffic from
many users on shared facilities, using the networks available bandwidth far more
efficiently. Because these two types of networks have been used for a single service
only, service providers and enterprises have had to invest in two separate networks if
they wanted to transport both voice and data traffic.

Building, managing and

maintaining these “overlay” networks has proven to be very expensive. The solution
agreed upon by service and network providers is that the network of the future must
offer combined voice and data communications over a single integrated platform
built on packet technology. The Internet Protocol has proven its ability to efficiently
integrate voice traffic into the flow of data on IP networks, enabling voice and data
services to be delivered to users from a single multi-service network. This network
can result in more effective business processes, cost savings for voice calls and
enabling of many new services for business and customers.

The flexibility offered

by IP telephony by moving the intelligence from the network to the end stations
enables many new services, which did not exist before. In order to merge Internet
and Cellular telephony, a number of aspects must be focused upon, including the
end-to-end call set up delay and the voice quality [2].
The 3*^^ Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) [3] is a collaboration agreement that
was established in December 1998. The collaboration agreement brings together a
number

of

telecommunications

“Organisational Partners”.

standards

bodies,

which

are

known

as

The current Organisational Partners are ARIB, CWTS,

ETSI, Tl, TTA and TTC.

The original scope of 3GPP was to produce globally

applicable Technical Specifications and Technical Reports for a 3"^^ Generation
Mobile System based on evolved Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM)
[4] core networks and the radio access technologies that they support (e g. Universal
Terrestrial Radio Access (UTRA) [5]).

The scope, however, was subsequently

amended to include the maintenance

and development of GSM

technical

Specifications and Technical Reports including evolved radio access technologies
(e g. General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) [6] and Enhanced Data rates for GSM
Evolution (EDGE) [7]).

The Universal Mobile Telecommunications System

(UMTS) [5] network standardised by the 3GPP is expected to become a dominant
network for 3’^*^ generation wireless systems.

3GPP is currently specifying an

evolution of the GSM/GPRS core network towards “All-IP” networks. These “AllIP” networks are based on Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) [8] protocols.
Within the 3GPP projects this work is referred to as IP Multimedia Subsystem [9].
Consequently it is the 3GPP, which is responsible for the selection of the Session
Initiation Protocol (SIP) [10] as the call control and maintenance protocol for
wireless multimedia sessions within an Internet protocol based framework.

The

function of SIP is to initiate interactive communications sessions between users. It
also handles termination and modification of sessions. SIP does not actually define
what a “session “ is, this is described by the content carried within the SIP message.
Each session may include different media types such as audio and video.
The decision to employ SIP as the call control and maintenance protocol raises a
number of important issues.

Firstly, the radio resource, that is the available

frequency spectrum, in wireless communication systems remains a limiting factor in

terms of the bandwidth available to an individual user.

More than a decade of

research, standardisation and development has been spent in bandwidth optimisation
of GSM signalling protocols.

Because SIP is an ASCII text-based protocol,

messages are long, up to and greater than 800 bytes. Therefore the use of SIP for
advanced signalling to support IP based signalling in cellular networks would reverse
the effort that has gone into signalling optimisation.

Secondly, GSM call

management is the current state of the art for voice call management over wireless
networks. Future call management models such as those involving SIP will have to
compare favourably with GSM call control in terms of complexity and call set up
delay.

However, as mentioned previously, the problem of adopting ASCII based

protocols in access networks of limited bandwidth, incurs huge delays for call set up.
Transmission of such large and multiple text messages over the air interface also
result in a very inefficient use of the transmission medium. In addition, some legacy
based enhanced Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) cellular transceivers such as
GERAN (GSM EDGE Radio Access Network [7]) will need to “steal” audio
bandwidth for the transmission of intra-call SIP signalling messages resulting in long
audio mutes.

The motivation for this project lies herein, the objective being to

design, develop and evaluate a SIP compression technique to compress such
messages in order to
•

Increase spectrum efficiency

•

Reduce transmission delay

•

Provide a comparable level of quality of service compared with circuit
switched systems

The research community is addressing these issues and a number of proposals for
SIP message compression have been submitted to the Robust Header Compression
(ROHC) [11] working group of the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). The
SIP compression technique developed and submitted to the ROHC group during the
course of this work is known as Text Based Compression using Cache and Blank
Approach (TCCB) [12,13].

Usage of TCCB to compress the aforementioned long

ASCII SIP messages has the potential to meet the objectives outlined above.

TCCB is an efficient and simple compression scheme.

The purpose of the TCCB

layer is to remove all redundant information and redundant header information
wherever applicable. Redundant information is defined as header content which the
sending node “knows” is already present at the receiving node e g. where such
header content has been encountered in a message sent previously

It caches this

information in the local memory for future decompression purposes.

TCCB based

compression has the advantage that only the User Agents and the Peer Core Network
Entity need be involved in the storage and retrieval of information to compress and
decompress the text based message.
The outline of the thesis is as follows:
Chapter 2 provides a detailed description of the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP). It
begins with a description of SIP’s History, followed by details of SIP’s signalling
functionality. The various entities of SIP are then explained along with the different
types of SIP messages and their foimats. The last part of this chapter gives some
example call flows illustrating the general operation of SIP followed by its operation
when implemented in a Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS).
Chapter 3 details the Test Based Compression using Cache and Blank approach
(TCCB) compression algorithm designed, implemented and evaluated during the
course of this study.

The chapter begins by introducing the fields of Information

Theoi7 and Data Compression.

The lossy and lossless categories of compression

techniques are described in some detail with TCCB’s design falling under the

lossless category. The chapter then proceeds to firstly describe the basic framework
of TCCB and it’s functions followed by a detailed and in-depth description of the
algorithm. The latter part of the chapter gives a number of examples of TCCB in
operation in which all features of TCCB are portrayed.
Chapter 4 provides details of the TCCB implementation including the development
tools used and the architecture of the implementation. The chapter then proceeds to
describe the evolutionary process of TCCB’s design, providing TCCB compression
results as the algorithm was developed along with compression results achieved
using the current TCCB specification.

Chapter 5 commences by describing some SIP applications, namely Presence and
Instant Messaging (IM) [14,15] and Voice over IP (VoIP) [16], The chapter gives
some TCCB evaluation results when applied to these services in an end-end GPRS
network test-bed.
Finally, Chapter 6 presents a summary of the conclusions drawn from this study and
outlines proposed areas for future work.

Chapter 2
Session Initiation Protocol (SIP)
2.1 SIP History
The concept of the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [10] began in Februaiy 1996 as
two separate Internet drafts.

These drafts were proposed within the Multiparty

Multimedia Session Control Working Group (MMUSIC WG)[17] of the Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF)[8]. At this time the MMUSIC group was chartered
to

develop

protocols

communications.

to

support

Internet

conferencing

and

multimedia

One of these drafts was titled the “Session Invitation Protocol”

(SIP) written by Mark Handley and Eve Schooler [18]. This proposal basically dealt
with the concept of call set-up and capability negotiation.
called “Simple Conference Invitation Protocol”
Schulzrinne [19].

The second draft was

(SCIP) written by Henning

The main features of this proposal were also call set-up and

capability negotiation accompanied by call modification and call termination
abilities. In December 1996, these two proposals were combined to produce a new
draft, called the “Session Initiation Protocol” (SIP).

This new draft specified an

application layer call signalling protocol with increased functionality.

Its features

included creation, modification and termination of teleconferences, re-negotiation
during a calFsession, personal mobility, amongst other supplementary services.
During 1997, the SIP draft progressed through a number of versions, each version
adding new and enhanced features. A formal syntax was developed in March 1997.
Continued additions to the SIP protocol led to a split in SIP development such that
advancement of the basic SIP specification and establishment of new SIP extensions
were maintained as two separate projects.

Finally, in February 1999, the draft

proposal was approved and the SIP specification status was promoted to that of

proposed standard, which awarded it the title of Request For Comments 2543 (RFC
2543) [20], In this year SIP’s simplicity, power and extensibility led to SIP’s rapid
adoption by other users across the IETF, notably for use with Voice over IP (VoIP)
[16] and for Instant Messaging (IM) [15], A new SIP working group was established
in the IETF to cater for the increasing demands and interest in SIP.

Two further

working groups (WGs) called Session Initiation Protocol INvestiGation (SIPPING)
WG [21] and SIP for Instant Message and Presence Leveraging Extensions
(SIMPLE) WG [22] were also established.

The SIPPING WG deals with SIP

requirements, whilst the SIMPLE WG caters for the idea of using SIP for Presence
and Instant Messaging.

2.2 What is SIP?
Session Initiation Protocol, or SIP, is a peer-to-peer communications protocol. It is
used to establish, modify and tear down sessions between one or more end-points in
an IP-based network

It is heavily based on some of the most successful protocols to

emerge from the IETF. In particular, SIP is modelled on the Simple Mail Transfer
Protocol (SMTP), the basis for email, and the Hypertext Text Transfer Protocol
(HTTP), the basis of the Web [23]. Like both of these, SIP is a textual client-server
protocol, in which a client issues requests and a server returns responses. SIP reuses
much of the syntax and semantics of HTTP, including its response code architecture,
many message headers and its overall operation. In IP telephony [1], SIP maps each
function to one or more transaction request initiated by the client and one or more
responses returned by one or more servers.
SIP can operate on top of a number of transport protocols such as the Transmission
Control Protocol (TCP), User Datagram Protocol (UDP) and Stream Control
Transmission Protocol (SCTP) and provides its own mechanisms for reliability by
resending messages until a specific response is received or a timer has expired
[23,24].

It may be extended to accommodate many features and services.

provides the capabilities to;

SIP

•

Determine the location of the target end-point - With help of a Domain Name
Server (DNS), SIP supports address resolution, name mapping and call
redirection

•

Determine the media capabilities of the target end-point - Via the Session
Description Protocol (SDP) [23], SIP determines the “lowest level” of
common communications functionality between the end-points. Conferences
are established using only the media capabilities that can be supported by all
end-points.

•

Determine the availability of a target end-point - If a call cannot be completed
because the target end-point is unavailable, SIP determines whether the called
party is already on the phone or did not answer in the allocated number of
rings.

It then returns a message indicating why the target end-point was

unavailable.
•

Establish a session between the originating and target end-point - If the call
can be completed, SIP establishes a session between the end-points. SIP also
supports mid-call modifications, such as the addition of another end-point to
the conference or the changing of media characteristics.

•

Handle the transfer and teiTnination of calls - SIP supports the transfer of
calls from one end-point to another. During a call transfer, SIP simply
establishes a session between the transferee and the new end-point (specified
by the transferring party) and terminates the session between the transferee
and the transfemng party. At the end of a call SIP terminates the sessions
between all parties.

2.3 SIP Entities
A SIP system [25] has only two physical components, user agents and network
servers, but is composed of four types of logical SIP entities.

Each entity has

specific functions and participates in SIP communication as a client (initiates
requests), as a server (responds to requests), or as both. One “physical device” can

have the functionality of more than one logical SIP entity. For example, a network
server working as a Proxy server can also function as a Registrar at the same time.
The four types of logical SIP entities include;
•

User Agent

•

Proxy Server

•

Redirect Server

•

Registrai'

In SIP, a User Agent (UA) is the end-point entity that acts on behalf of someone who
wants to participate in calls. It is in fact an application, which contains both a User
Agent Client (UAC) and User Agent Server (UAS). The UAC is used to initiate a
call and the UAS is used to answer a call.

The presence of both in a UA enables

peer-to-peer operation to take place using a client-server protocol.

Some of the

devices that can have a UA function in SIP networks are: workstations, IP-phones,
telephony gateways, automated answering services, etc.
A Proxy Server is an intermediary entity that acts as both a server and a client for the
purpose of making requests on behalf of other clients.

It receives a request,

determines which server to send it to and then forwards the request, possibly after re
writing or modifying the message’s content.

A SIP proxy has no way of knowing

whether the next server to receive the request is another proxy server, a redirect
server, or a UAS. For this reason, SIP requests can traverse many servers on their
way from UAC to UAS. Responses to a request always travel along the same set of
servers the request followed, but in the reverse order. The fact that the responses
follow the requests in the reverse order allows a clear peer-to-peer relationship to be
established between the communicating end-points.

This facilitates the Text Based

Compression using Cache and Blank approach (TCCB) compression technique
presented in this thesis, as the scheme is reliant on the relationship established
between communicating entities.
A Redirect Server receives requests but instead of forwarding them to the next hop
server, it tells the client to contact the next hop server directly. It answers the client’s
request using a redirect response, which contains the address of the next hop server.

A registrar is a server that accepts REGISTER requests for the purpose of updating a
location database with the contact information of the user specified in the request. A
registrar is usually co-located with the redirect server or a proxy server.

Request
Response
Non SIP
Protocol
SIP User Agent
(caller)

SIP User Agent
(eallee)

Figure. 2.1 SIP Architecture

Note: Location Servers are not SIP entities but they are an important part of any
architecture that uses SIP. Their function is to maintain a database of user locations.
They can utilise data from registrars or from other databases. Most registrars upload
location updates to a location server upon receipt.

2.4 SIP Message Composition
As previously mentioned SIP uses ASCII text-based protocol messages as opposed to
binary encoded messages. This matter has encouraged a lot of discussion, in which
text advocates maintain that text-based protocols are more advantageous due to the
fact that they can be debugged more easily because they can be read directly by
humans, are more flexible and easier to extend with new features. In contrast, binary
protocols are believed to use less bandwidth and using the appropriate tools can also
be debugged and extended easily. Indisputably, both methods of encoding have their
relevant advantages and disadvantages.

Acknowledging this fact without further

discussion, the important issue to remember is that SIP is a text-based protocol and
exhibits all the pros and cons of text based protocols in general.
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As discussed, SIP’s basic architecture is based on a client/server model using a
request-response paradigm. Consequently, there are two types of messages;
•

Request - sent from the client to the server

•

Response - sent from the server to the client

2.4.1 SIP Request Format
A SIP request message consists of
•

A request line

•

Headers and header data

•

A blank line

•

A message body (if applicable)

The Request Line
The request line is divided into three elements
•

A method

•

A Request-URl

•

SIP protocol version

The Method
The method is the primary function that a request is meant to invoke on a server.
There are six methods defined in the base SIP specification [10]. Table 2.1 provides
a brief description of each of these methods.
Table 2.1 SIP Methods

Method

Description

REGISTER

Enables a user to register its contact and user
information with a server

INVITE

Initiates calls, allows modification of call parameters
(i.e. re-INVITE)

ACK
BYE
CANCEL

Acknowledges a final response for an INVITE
Terminates a session
Cancels pending transactions
Queries the capabilities of the receiving end-point

OPTIONS
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There also are a number of other methods defined in SIP extensions [27,15,28].
Some examples include:
•

PRACK - Concerned with a reliability mechanism for provisional SIP
responses [27]

•

MESSAGE - An extension to SIP which allows the transfer of Instant
Messages (IM) [15]

•

REFER - Requests the recipient of a request to refer to a resource provided in
the request [28]

Request-URI
Users in a SIP environment are identified by SIP Uniform Resource Identifiers
(URIs) [26], The format of a SIP URI is similar to an email address. In general, it is
comprised of a username and a domain e g. sip: John. Smith@hotsip.com. It contains
sufficient infomiation to initiate and maintain a communication session with a
resource.

Examples of communications resources include a user of an on-line

service or a mailbox on a messaging system.

The Request-Uniform Resource

Identifier (Request-URI) in the request-line indicates the user or service to which a
request is being addressed. A URI can be further classified as a locator, a name, or
both.
SIP Protocol Version
The protocol version included in the request line simply indicates the version of SIP
in use.
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2.4.2 SIP Response Format
SIP responses are grouped into two types and six classes as described in Table 2.2
and Table 2.3.
Table 2.2 SIP Response Types

1 Response

Description

Provisional (1 xx class)

Final (2xx,3xx,4xx,5xx and 6xx classes)

Provisional responses are used by the
server to indicate progress but do not
terminate SIP transactions
Final responses terminate SIP
transactions

Table 2.3 SIP Response Classes

Response Class

Description

]

Provisional or Information responses,
I
searching, ringing, queuing etc.
Indicates a successful request
|
Provides Re-direction Information,
indicates alternative services
Indicates a request failure
Indicates failure of a server to fulfil a
request
1 Global Failure- indicates that a server has
definitive information about a particular
user, not just the particular instance
indicated in the Request-URI (e.g. Busy)

Ixx
2xx
3xx
4xx
5xx
6xx

SIP responses differ from requests in that their first line is a status-line instead of a
request-line. The remainder of the message format is the same as that of a request
with several headers and header data, a blank line and a message body if applicable.
Some examples of response codes include:
•

100 Trying - indicates that a request has been received by the next-hop server

•

180 Ringing - the UA receiving the INVITE is attempting to alert the user

•

200 OK - a request has succeeded

•

302 Moved Temporarily - the requesting client should retry the request at the
new address given by the Contact header in this response
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•

400 Bad Request - the request could not be understood due to malformed
syntax

•

480 Unavailable - the callee’s end system was contacted successfially but the
callee is currently unavailable

•

500 Server Internal Error - the server encountered an unexpected condition
that prevented it from fulfilling the request

•

504 Server Time-Out - the server did not receive a timely response from an
external server it accessed in attempting to process a request

•

600 Busy - the callee’s end system was contacted successfully but the callee
is busy and does not wish to take the call at this time

Status-line
The status line also includes three elements
•

Protocol version

•

Status Code

•

Reason Phrase

The protocol version element is identical to that described previously.

Status Code
The status code is a 3-digit integer result code that indicates the outcome of an
attempt to understand and satisfy a request.

Reason Phrase
The reason phrase gives a short textual description of the status code.

The status

code is intended for use by automata, whereas the reason phrase is intended for the
human user. An example of a status code and reason phrase is
404 Not Found
where the status code is 404 and the reason phrase is Not Found. The combination of
the two together indicates that a server has definitive information that a user does not
exist at the domain specified in the Request-URI of a request.
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2.4.3 SIP Headers
SIP headers are present in both requests and responses. Each header field consists of
a field name followed by a colon

and the field value.

Field name: field value
SIP header fields are used to convey message attributes and to modify message
meaning. Headers can span multiple lines. Some SIP headers such as Via and Route
can appear multiple times in a message, or alternatively, can take multiple commaseparated values in a single header occurrence.

2.4.4 Message Body
As previously mentioned, both requests and responses may contain message bodies.
In SIP, the message body is separated from the remainder of the message by a blank
line. SIP does not actually define what a “session” is; this is described by the content
of a SIP message. A message body describes the session to be initiated (e g. in a
multimedia session this may include audio and video codec types, sampling rates
etc.), or alternatively it may be used to contain textual or binary data of any type,
which relates in some way to the session. Possible body types include:
•

Session Description Protocol (SDP) intended for describing multimedia
sessions, for the purpose of session announcement and other forms of
multimedia session initiation.

•

Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) [23], which specifies how
messages must be formatted so that they can be exchanged between different
email systems.

Just as email messages can carry multiple attachments, SIP messages can also
incorporate several bodies.

For example, a user may send an INVITE to another

with two bodies: a session description and a photograph. In this way, the photograph
of the caller may be displayed as the callee is alerted.

The flexibility of SIP is

highlighted by this example as it indicates that a SIP implementation can place just
about any sort of data into a message body.
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2.4.5 Message Examples
2.4.5.1 Request Message
The following request message is an INVITE, which is sent to initiate a call.
Table 2.4 Example of a SIP Request Message

Request Message Line

Description

INVITE sip: John.Smith@cit.ie SIP/2.0

Request line: Method type,
request URI (sip address of
called party), SIP version
Address of previous routing hop

Via: SIP/2.0/UDP 140.1.233.4,
branch=z9hG4bK774f2c46
From: V alK<sip: V alerie. Kenneally@cit.com>,
tag=23abc
To: JohnS<sip:John.Smith@cit.ie>
Call-ID: 243Abed3@ms23.cit.ie
Cseq: 32 INVITE
Subject: Lunch today?
Content-Type: application/sdp
Content-Length: 119

v=0
o=Val 2890841 2890846 IN IP4 cit.ie

s=Call from Val
c=IP IP4 144.198.190.21

t=0 0

m=audio 1864 RTP/AVP 100

a=rtpmap: 150 AMR/8000

User originating this request plus
a unique tag used to identify the
call-leg
User being invited to the session
Globally unique ID of this call
Command sequence, identifies
transaction
Call subject and/or nature
| Type of Body-in this case SDP
Number of bytes in the body
Blank line marks end of SIP
headers and beginning of body
1 Version of SDP
Owner/creator, session identifier,
session version address, network
type, address type, address
Session subject
Connection information, network
type, address type, connection
address
Session start and stop time-“0 0”
indicates a session unbounded in
time
Media description: type, port,
possible formats caller is willing
to receive and send
I Attributes- defines "sessionlevel" and/or "media-level"
attributes
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2.4.5.2 Response Message
The following message is one of the initial responses, which may be returned in reply
to the INVITE request in Table 2.4.
Table 2.5 Example of SIP Response Message

Request Message Line

Description

SIP/2.0 200 OK

Status line: SIP version.
response code, reason
phrase
Copied from request

Via: SIP/2.0/UDP 170.1.233.4,
branch=z9hG4bK774f2c46
From: ValK<sip:Val.Kenneally@cit.ie>tag=23abea35
To: JohnS <sip:John.Smith@cit.ie>;tag=23abea36

Call-ID: 243Abed3@ms23.cit.ie
Cseq: 32 INVITE
Content-Type: application/sdp
Content-Length: 119

v=0
o=John 2890842 2890847 IN IP4 cit.ie

s=Lunch
c=IN IP4 144.198.190.22
t=0 0
m=audio 1982 RTP/AVP 100

a=rtpmap: 150 AMR/8000

Copied from request
Copied from request.
Includes a unique tag which
further identifies the callleg
Copied from request
| Copied from request
Copied from request
Number of bytes in the
message body below
Required blank line
Version of SIP
User name, session
identifier, session version,
network type, address type,
address
Session subject
Connection data
1
Session start and stop time
Description of the media
streams the receiver of the
call is willing to accept
Attribute definition for
“session-level” and/or
“media-level”
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2.5. SIP-How does it work?
This section describes the interaction between SIP entities for various sessions.
Note: In the following call flows SDP is used to describe the session.

2.5.1 New Registration
When a User Agent Client (UAC) wishes to register with a given SIP server it sends
a SIP REGISTER message to the relevant User Agent Server (UAS). The SIP server
challenges the client in order to authenticate its registration details. The session flow
is illustrated in Figure 2.2

Figure 2.2 New Registration Session Flow

1. The UAC sends a REGISTER request, which includes its contact details, to
the SIP server/Registrar.
2. The SIP server challenges the UAC to verify its registration details with a 401

Unauthorised response.
3. The UAC enters his/her valid user-id and password, provides the user
information according to the challenge issued by the SIP server and sends the
response to the SIP server.
4. The UAS validates the user’s credentials, registers the user in its contact
database and returns a 200 OK to indicate that the registration has been
successful.
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2.5.2 Session Establishment & Termination Through Two Proxies
In this scenario, User A completes a call to User B using two proxies, Proxy 1 and
Proxy 2.

1. The user at Client A completes a call to a user at Client B using two proxies.
Proxy 1 and Proxy 2.

The initial INVITE message contains a pre-loaded

Route header with the address of Proxy 1 (Proxy 1 is configured as the User
A’s outbound proxy, e g. P-CSCF in UMTS).
2. However the initial INVITE does not contain the authorisation details
required by Proxy 1, so a 407 Proxy Authorisation response is returned
containing the challenge information.
3. Client A sends an ACK request confirming it received the 407 response.
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4. The User at Client A enters the relevant details e.g. username and password
and Client A re-sends the INVITE containing the correct credentials required
by Proxy 1
5. Proxy 1 validates the credentials and forwards the INVITE to Proxy 2
(Assume Proxy 1 has previously been validated by Proxy 2). This INVITE
contains a new Via header and data, inserted by Proxy 1, indicating the
entities through which the request traversed. Proxy 1 also inserts a RecordRoute header and header data into the message to ensure that it is present in
all subsequent message exchanges.
6. Whilst forwarding the INVITE to Proxy 2, Proxy 1 also sends the provisional
response 100 Trying to Client A.
7. Proxy 2, like Proxy 1 forwards the INVITE to User B having included its Via
and Record-Route headers and respective details.
8. Meanwhile, Proxy 2 also returns a 100 Trying message to Proxy 1 following
receipt of the INVITE request.
9. On receiving the INVITE request. Client B returns a 180 Ringing message to
Proxy 2, indicating that Client B is alerting its user to a new call.
10 The 180 Ringing response is forwarded between the two proxies, each
removes the Via details entered previously.
11 Proxy 1 then forwards the 180 Ringing response to the destination Client A.
This informs the User at Client A that the target callee is being alerted of a
new call.
12. When the User at Client B answers the call. Client B sends a 200 OK
response to Proxy 2, acknowledging this action.
13. Again, the message is passed through the proxies, each removing the Via line
added earlier.
14. Client A receives the 200 OK.
15. Client A returns an ACK request confirming that it has received the 200 OK.
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16. The ACK is forwarded by the proxies each adding their own information in a

Via line.
17. Client B receives the ACK request and a media session is established
between the two communicating parties.
18. When the user at Client B “hangs up”, Client B sends a BYE request to Proxy

2

.

19. The two proxies forward the BYE request.
20. Client A receives the BYE.
21. Client A returns a 200 OK response confirming receipt of the BYE.
22. Again, the proxies forward the BYE message.
23. Client B receives the 200 OK and the User is informed that the session is
teiTTiinated.

Cork Institute of Technology

bJ06Sj656 kn
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2.5.3 Simple Cali Re-direction
In this session flow the destination of an original INVITE message could not be
routed, as the intended receiver has enabled redirection.

Hence, this session flow

details a successful call establishment following a call re-direction.

Figure 2.4 Session via Redirect and Proxy Server

1. Client A initiates a call to Client B. The INVITE request is sent to a Redirect
Server due to the activation of re-direct by the intended recipient of the
INVITE
2. The Redirect Server returns a 302 Moved Temporarily response containing
a Contact header with Client B’s current SIP address.
3. Client A then generates a new INVITE request and sends it to Client B via
the Proxy Server.
4. From 4 to 16 a normal call proceeds as described in the previous session
scenarios until the session is terminated.

In this case the called party

terminates the session.
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2.6 SIP in UMTS
The Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) has selected the Session Initiation
Protocol (SIP) for establishing multimedia sessions in UMTS Release 5/6 (R5/6)
networks.

This section discusses the operations of the UMTS R5/6 IP Multimedia

Subsystem (IMS) [9] in some detail.

Later sub-sections proceed to discuss where

SIP is used in UMTS IMS and the interaction between the various components of the
IMS networks.

2.6.1 Introduction to UMTS
Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS) [5] is a
wireless system.

Generation (3G)

It is expected to become a dominant network for International

Mobile Telecommunications-2000 (IMT-2000) 3G mobile systems.
global

International

Telecommunication

Generation mobile systems.

Union

(ITU)

standard

IMT-2000 is a
defining

3*^

The standard covers a range of mobile systems with

different air interfaces but harmonises all systems on key characteristics e g.
minimum transmission rate.
In a short span of twenty years, wireless networks have undergone three generations
of evolution. The first generation networks in the early 1980s supported traditional
voice services with each phone conversation transmitted on two separate tfequencies
to allow duplex communication.

Second generation networks in the early 1990s

conveyed the transition from analogue to digital with many conversations
multiplexed onto a single tfequency. One of the most successful second generation
networks is Global Systems for Mobile Communication (GSM) [4]. GSM networks
are positioned worldwide and control more than 60% of the wireless market. The
GSM networks are designed for the circuit switched voice and low data rate services
and are therefore not suitable for supporting packet switched Internet services.
With increasing demand to provide higher data rates for non-voice applications and
cater for growing use of mobile data services, GSM’s circuit-switched and voice
centric design was considered unsuitable to meet these needs. The solution was to
add the General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) [6] to the GSM network. These new
packet switching capabilities provided possible data rates up to 171.2kbits/s under
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ideal conditions.

In relation to the evolutionary phases of mobile networks, the

combination of GSM/GPRS networks are referred to as 2.5 Generation (2.5G)
networks and not 3G networks as the changes were not considered to be great
enough to merit such a distinction.
Nevertheless, such was the demand for higher data rates, it soon became apparent
that the capabilities offered by GPRS network enhancements were insufficient to
realise more advanced mobile services/applications e g. real-time data services.

So

by the end of the 1990s, UMTS was presented as the next step in the evolution of
GSM/GPRS networks and also signified the move from 2.5G to 3G networks. 3G
systems are intended to provide true global mobility and global compatibility for the
chosen technology.

UMTS can offer data rates in the ranges of 2Mbits/s in ideal

conditions and supports enhanced services such as streaming video/audio and
location based services.

2.6.2 UIMTS Background
UMTS is standardised by the 3*^^ Generation Partnership Project (3GPP).

The

standardisation of UMTS has so far progressed in four phases (Release 99 (Rel99),
Release 4 (Rel4), Release 5 (Rel5) and now Release 6 (Rel6) (currently under-going
definition).

The Rel99 specification defines the basic concepts of the technology

including the network architecture consisting of the UMTS Teirestrial Radio Access
Network (UTRAN), Circuit-Switched Core Network (CS-CN) and Packet-Switched
Core Network (PS-CN).

The next standard, Rel4, adds new features and services

and makes minor modification to Rel99 core architecture. This alteration makes the
traditional circuit switched part of the network, bearer independent i.e. the traffic
delivery function is separated Ifom the signalling/control function. Rel5 represents a
major shift in the UMTS architecture proposing to offer traditional telephony as well
as packet switched services over a single converged packet based network that
includes a new IP Multimedia (IM) domain in the core section to support additional
types of services. 3GPP has chosen SIP as the call control protocol for Rel5 UMTS
networks to offer the traditional telephony and enhanced multi-media services. Rel6
is still undergoing definition, but with its introduction, all of the associated features
of circuit switched calls and the additional features that are included with a packet
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call control (CC) become available to the PS user.

3GPP Rel6 completes IP

Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) standardisation adding full security, emergency and
Quality of Service (QoS) support.

2.6.3 Foundation UMTS Architecture
In order to understand the latest UMTS architecture, it is important to be aware of the
main domains/entities comprising the network. A UMTS network consists of three
important components. These are,
•

The Core Network (CN) [29]

•

The Packet Network (PN) [29]

•

The UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN)

UMTS defines the Wideband-Code Division Multiple Access (W-CDMA) air
interface that supports the link between the UE and the UTRAN [30].
UMTS core networks have evolved from GSM/GPRS networks i.e. the UMTS CSCN has evolved from IP based GPRS core networks.

The CS-CN supports

connectivity to the Public Switched Telephony Network (PSTN) and the Integrated
Services Digital Network (ISDN) for circuit switched services. The PSTN, ISDN
and Internet can be considered as services networks.

The Circuit Switch Core

Network (CS-CN) provides traditional services such as voice and fax. The CS-CN
also supports enhanced services such as Short Message Service (SMS) [31] and
circuit switched data services.

The important components of the CS-CN are the

Mobile Switching Center (MSC), Visitor Location Register (VLR), Home Location
Register (HLR) and Authentication Center (AuC).

The HLR maintains the

subscriber profile for both circuit and packet switch services.
authentication functions for both domains.

The AuC supports

Therefore, these components belong to

both domains. The Packet Switch Core Network (PS-CN) supports connectivity to
the packet data networks such as the Internet. The PS-CN supports services such as
Internet access. Virtual Private Networks (VPN) [32] and SMS.

The important

components of PS-CN are the Serving GPRS Support Node (SGSN), which is
responsible for mobility management, security and authorisation functions and the
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Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN). The GGSN is responsible for IP address
management, QoS management and external gateway functions.

Figure 2.5 UMTS Release ’99 Architecture

2.6.4 UMTS Release 5/6 Architecture
The UMTS Release 5/6 (R5/6) architecture includes a new subsystem known as the
IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) to the PS-CN for supporting traditional telephony as
well as new multimedia services.

Figure 2.6 shows a high level view of this

architecture.

i Jt:

Voice over IP/
Multimedia services

Telephony Services

Figure 2.6 High Level Release 5 Architecture
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This new IMS consists of a number of new components illustrated in Figure 2.7 with
the main entities detailed in the following sections.

2.6.4.1 Call State Control Function
The Call State Control Function (CSCF) is analogous to the SIP Server in the IETF
architecture. Its function is to process signalling messages for controlling the user’s
multimedia session

The CSCFs perfoiTn a number of functions including

multimedia control, address translation function, services switching for services and
vocoder and lastly handling of the subscriber profile. The CSCF can play three roles.
•

Proxy CSCF (P-CSCF) - a mobile’s first point of contact in a visited
IMS network.

•

Serving CSCF (S-CSCF) - responsible for the mobile’s session
management.

•

Inten'ogating CSCF (I-CSCF) - determines which S-CSCF should be
used.

Proxy-CSCF (P-CSCF)
As mentioned above the P-CSCF is the mobile’s first point of contact in a visited
IMS network.

Its main function is to enforce a Quality of Service (QoS) policy

within a visited IMS network. Its second responsibility is to provide local control for
emergency services.

The P-CSCF forwards the SIP registration messages and
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session establishment messages to the home network. The P-CSCF is similar to the
Proxy Server in the SIP architecture.

Interrogating-CSCF (I-CSCF)
The I-CSCF is the first point of contact in the home network from a visited network.
Its main function is to determine the location of the Serving-CSCF.

It also has a

number of other functions. It performs load balancing between the S-CSCFs. It also
hides the specific configuration of the home network from other network operators
by providing the single point of entry into the network. If the I-CSCF is the gateway
into a home network, it must support the firewall function.

Serving-CSCF (S-CSCF)
The S-CSCF performs session management for an IMS network.

There can be

several S-CSCFs on a network, which can be added as needed based on their
capabilities or the capacity requirements of the network. The S-CSCF in the home
network is responsible for all session control, but it could forward the specific
request to a P-CSCF in a visited network based on the requirements of the request
E.g. A visited network will be in a better position to support the local dialling plan or
some other local service in which the user may be interested (i.e. the nearest coffee
shop).

2.6.4.2 Home Subscriber Server (HSS)
As in the legacy mobile network, there is still a need for a centralised subscriber
database. In an IMS network, this function is taken care of in the Home Subscriber
Server (HSS).

The HSS interfaces with the I-CSCF and the S-CSCF to provide

information about the location of a subscriber and the subscriber’s subscription
information.

2.6.4.3 Media Gateway and Media Gateway Control Function
The IMS supports several nodes for inter-working with legacy networks. Some of
these are the Media GateWay (MGW) and the Media Gateway Control Function
(MGCF).
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Media Gateway Control Function (MGCF)
The MGCF controls one or more MGWs, this allows for more scalability in the
network. The MGCF manages the connection between the Public Switch Telephone
Network (PSTN) bearer and the IP stream.

The MGCF performs protocol

conversion between ISDN User Part (ISUP) and IM subsystem call control protocols.
The MGCF also selects the CSCF depending on the routing number for incoming
calls from legacy networks. The MGCF is a software or server function. This means
it must run in a highly available computing platform versus on a real-time hardware
processing environment.

Media Gateway (MGW)
The MGW processes the media bits between end users.

Its primary function is to

perform conversion of media from one foiTnat to another. The MGW is likely to be a
real-time hardware based platform

It is critical that it processes the bits as quickly

as possible so that delay is not added to the transmission of the information.

2.6.5 SIP Operation in UMTS
Now that an overview of the IMS network has been presented, this section details
how SIP is used within the UMTS IMS and how the various components interact
during various call flows [9].

2.6.5.1 IMS User Equipment (UE) Access to the UMTS System
The UMTS IMS capable User Equipment (UE) traditionally refened to as a mobile
station (MS) performs several functions to set up a SIP session. There are a number
of essential steps before a SIP session can commence. Figure 2.8 highlights the key
steps involved in gaining access to SIP services.
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1. System Acquisition - The first step is to power on the mobile and
lock on to the UMTS system. Once the appropriate cell is selected,
the UMTS mobile is ready to communicate signalling messages
required to establish a data session.
2. Data Connection Set-up - Once the system has been acquired, the
next step is to establish the data connection or “pipe” to SIP and other
services. The UE does not know the IP address of the P-CSCF at this
point to perform SIP registration. The data connection is completed
in a two-step process using Attach and Packet Data Protocol (PDP)
Context Activation message sequences.

This establishes the path

required to carry SIP related signalling messages to the P-CSCF
through the GGSN, which is the gateway to the P-CSCF.
3. Hence, the Attach and the PDP Context Activation are two key
steps required to create a data “pipe” to the P-CSCF for SIP services.
The response to the PDP Context Activation message also includes
the identity of the P-CSCF for the UE to use to perform the
registration process.
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2.6.5.2 User Equipment Registration
Before establishing an IP Multimedia session, a UE must perform a service
registration procedure in order to inform the IMS of its location.

This procedure

must be a SIP registration in order to gain access to SIP services. In this case, the
UMTS UE acts as a SIP client and sends a SIP registration message to its home
system through the P-CSCF.

After a PDP context is activated and Service

Registration completed, the UE can establish a session.

The concepts of both

“Attach” and “PDP Context Activation” are explained in the following sections.

Attach
The UMTS UE sends an Attach message to the SGSN in order to establish a data
connection through the UMTS network. The SGSN then sends a request to the UE’s
Home Location Register (HLR), which provides the required information to
authenticate the UE.

Successful authentication results in the SGSN sending a

location update to the HLR.

In turn, the HLR sends the subscriber’s profile

information to the SGSN. The SGSN completes the Attach procedure by sending an
Attach Complete message to the UE. A logical association now exists between the
UE and the SGSN and the location of the mobile is known within the UMTS
network. This logical connection is maintained as the UE moves within the coverage
area controlled by that SGSN.

Even though the UE has announced its presence in

the UMTS packet network, application packet traffic e g. SIP signalling cannot be
transferred at this point.

The UE now needs to activate its PDP address (or IP

address) to establish a path to the Internet.

PDP Context Activation
Once a UE is attached to an SGSN, it must activate a PDP address (in this case an IP
address) when it wishes to begin a packet communication, including SIP services.
Activating a PDP address sets up an association between the UE’s current SGSN and
the GGSN that anchors the PDP address. A record is kept regarding the associations
made between the GGSN and the SGSN. This record is known as a PDP context.
This step is required to establish the data connection or “pipe” to the Internet. The
activation of a PDP context activates an IP address for the UE. The UE may now
exchange traffic using that IP address. Context activation creates an association for
this IP address between SGSN and a specific GGSN.
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2.6.6 SIP Registration in UMTS IMS Network
This section describes the details of a SIP service registration information flow. For
the scenario described below, assume that the UE is located in a visited network and
has completed the Attach and PDP Context Activation operations.

Visited Network

Home

Figure 2.9 SIP Registration

1. The UE sends the SIP REGISTER message to the P-CSCF. This message
includes the subscriber identity and home networks domain name.
2. Upon receiving the REGISTER message, the P-CSCF examines the home
domain name e g. cit .ie, and with the help of the Domain Name Server (DNS)
determines the entry point to the home network i.e. the I-CSCF. The P-CSCF
sends the REGISTER message to the I-CSCF with the P-CSCF’s name,
subscriber identity and visited network contact name. The main job of the ICSCF is to query the HSS and locate the S-CSCF.

When the I-CSCF
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receives the REGISTER message from the proxy, it examines the subscriber
identity and the home domain name and uses DNS to determine the address
of the HSS.
3. The I-CSCF then sends a UMTS proprietary message, Cx-Query [9] to the
HSS with the subscriber identity, the home domain name and the visited
domain name.

The HSS checks if the user is registered already. The HSS

indicates whether the user is permitted to register in that visited network
according to the user subscription and operator limitations/restrictions if
present. The Cx-Query response is sent from the HSS to the I-CSCF.
4. The I-CSCF sends the subscriber identity via the UMTS Cx-Select-Pull
message [9] to the HSS to request the information related to the required SCSCF capabilities. This information is needed for selecting a S-CSCF. The
HSS sends the required S-CSCF capabilities to the I-CSCF via the Cx-SelectPull [9] response message.
5. Using a name-address resolution scheme, the I-CSCF determines the address
of the S-CSCF.

The I-CSCF also establishes the name of a suitable home

network contact point. The home network contact point may be either the SCSCF itself or a suitable I-CSCF in case network configuration hiding is
desired. If an I-CSCF is chosen as the home network contact point, it may be
distinct from the I-CSCF that appears in the flow shown in Figure 2.9. The 1CSCF then sends the REGISTER message to the selected S-CSCF.

This

message includes the P-CSCF’s name, the subscriber’s identity, the visited
network contact name and the home network contact point if required. The
home network contact point will be used by the P-CSCF to forward session
initiation signalling to the home network.
6. The S-CSCF sends a Cx-Put message [9] with the subscriber’s identity and
the S-CSCF name to the HSS. The HSS stores the S-CSCF name for that
subscriber.

The HSS sends the Cx-Put response to the S-CSCF to

acknowledge the sending of the Cx-Put.
7. On receipt of the Cx-Put response message, the S-CSCF sends the Cx-Pull
message with the subscriber identity to the HSS in order to be able to
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download the relevant information from the subscriber profile to the S-CSCF.
The S-CSCF stores the P-CSCF’s name for use in session termination.
8. In the 200 OK message, the S-CSCF sends the serving network contact
information to the I-CSCF, who forwards it to the P-CSCF. The P-CSCF
stores the information and sends the 200 OK message to the UE. The I-CSCF
releases all registration information subsequent to sending the 200 OK SIP
response.

2.6.7 Session Establishment using SIP
In the IP Multimedia Subsystem specifications, an end-to-end session flow consists
of three types of procedures: mobile origination, S-CSCF-to-S-CSCF and mobile
termination.

2.6.7.1 Session Terminating Endpoints
An IMS mobile initiates a session by sending a SIP INVITE message. This message
includes the destination address. The destination may be one of the following three
types:
1. Another IMS mobile - This mobile may or may not be located in the
same network as the initiating mobile.
2. A phone connected to the PSTN - By going through the Media
Gateway Control Function (MGCF), an IMS mobile can set up a
session with a traditional PSTN phone.
3. A multimedia device connected to the Internet - The destination
address may indicate that the destination party is on the Internet.
Then the session will be set up through the IMS and the IP network to
the destination. A SIP user agent client or a SIP server are examples
of a multimedia device connected to the Internet.

2.6.7.2 End-End Session Flow - Mobile Origination
For this end-end session flow, it is assumed the originating UE is located in a visited
network. The UE has already established the correct PDP contexts for exchanging
SIP signalling messages and has also registered itself The sequence is illustrated in
the Figure 2.10 and is explained in detail in the section which follows:
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VISITED NETWORK

HOME NETWORK
r"

UE

imiAN

SGSN

GGSN

P-CSCF

I-CSCF

S-CSCF

I3esti nation

INVITE; The User Equipment (UE) (e g. a mobile) sends an initial INVITE request,
containing an initial Session Description Protocol (SDP) message body to the Proxy-
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CSCF (P-CSCF). The INVITE contains three key pieces of infoiTnation. The first is
the called party in the To header.

The second key piece of information is the

proposed SDP message body, which may represent one or more media for a multimedia session.

The last piece of information is the From header that contains the

calling party.
The P-CSCF will look at the SDP portion of the SIP message and examine the
proposed media types that were proposed by the calling party in establishing a
session. The P-CSCF has the option at this point to remove some of the proposed
media types based on the types of sessions the visited network wants to support. The
P-CSCF remembers (from the registration procedure) the next hop CSCF for this
mobile. This next hop is either the S-CSCF in the home network that is serving the
visiting mobile/UE, or an I-CSCF within the home network that is performing the
configuration hiding function for the home network operator. This scenario assumes
that the home network operator wants to keep its network configuration hidden, so
the name/address of an I-CSCF in the home network was provided during service
registration and the INVITE request is forwarded through this I-CSCF to the SCSCF
The S-CSCF validates the service profile and performs any origination service
control required for this subscriber. This includes authorisation of the requested SDP
based on the user’s subscription for multimedia services.

The S-CSCF also

deteiTTiines the location of the called party based on the information in the To header.
This Destination may be another IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS), a SIP capable
device (a User Agent Client (UAC) or a SIP proxy server) or a Media Gateway
Controller network to go to the Public Switch Telephone Network (PSTN). Which
network is determined using a Domain Name Server (DNS) to translate the address
in the To header to an IP address. The S-CSCF forwards the INVITE request to the
destination.
100 Trying: As each entity receives the INVITE request, it returns a 100 Trying
provisional response to the sending element, indicating the INVITE has been
received by the next hop entity (server/destination).
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183 Session Progress: The called party responds with a provisional 183 Session
Progress response which includes a SDP in the message body. This SDP details the
media stream capabilities of the destination.

This response is passed along the

signalling path established by the INVITE. The P-CSCF again looks at the SDP field
and removes media types that it does not want to support. The P-CSCF determines
the type of resources that are required based on the media type that is requested. The
P-CSCF foi-wards the 183 Session Progress response to the originating end-point i.e.
the UE. The UE decides the final set of media streams for this session.
PRACK: The final SDP message body detailing the media types that will be
supported in the forthcoming session is included in a PRACK message and sent from
the UE to the P-CSCF.

The P-CSCF determines the resource requirements. The

Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN) establishes from the P-CSCF if it is
permitted to set-up the requested resources.

Having ascertained the final media

streams, the UE initiates the reservation procedures for the resources needed for a
session
200 OK (PRACK): The 200 OK (PRACK) response is sent to indicate the 183
Session Progress message detailing the final media streams, has successfiilly been
received.
COMET: When the resource reservation is complete, the mobile/UE sends a
COMET message to the terminating end-point, via the signalling path established by
the INVITE request.

The COMET is a SIP method called preconditions MET

(COMET). It indicates that all preconditions are met and session establishment can
proceed.
200 OK (COMET): The 200 OK (COMET) response is sent to the originating UE
to indicate the COMET message has been successfully received.
180 Ringing: The destination party may optionally perform alerting. If so, it signals
to the originating party by a provisional SIP response indicating ringing.
200 OK (Final Response): When the destination party answers, the terminating end
point sends a 200 OK final response to the S-CSCF indicating so.

The S-CSCF

performs whatever service control is appropriate for the completed session set-up.
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The S-CSCF sends a 200 OK final response through to the calling UE.

The

originating mobile starts the media flow(s) for this session.
ACK: The UE responds to the 200 OK (Final Response) with a SIP ACK message,
which again traverses the path established by the INVITE.
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Chapter 3
TCCB Compression Scheme
3.1 Introduction
Compression means making things smaller by applying pressure. Data compression,
however, is not about physically squashing data but consists of taking a stream of
symbols and transforming them into codes.

If the compression is effective, the

resulting stream of codes will be smaller than the original symbols, where a symbol
is defined in data compression terminology as an atomic unit of infoiTnation [33].

3.1.1 Data Compression
Data compression is an important field of Infonriation Theory mainly because of the
reduced data communication and storage costs it achieves.

Given the continued

increase in the amount of data that needs to be transferred and/or archived today, the
importance of data compression is unlikely to diminish in the foreseeable future. On
the contrary, the great variety of data that allows for compression leads to the
discovery of many new techniques specifically tailored to one type of data or
another.

The decision to output a certain code for a certain symbol or a set of

symbols is based on a model.

The model is simply a collection of data and rules

used to process input symbols and determine which code(s) to output. The model is
often

based

on

the

structure

of the

source

of the

data,

e g.

speech

coding/compression. A program uses the model to accurately define the probabilities
for each symbol and the coder to produce an appropriate code based on all symbol
probabilities [34].
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3.2 Information Theory and Compression
Data compression [35] is perhaps the fundamental expression of Information Theory.
Information Theory is formally described as the study of the storage, process and
transmission of information. It had its genesis with the work of Claude E. Shannon,
known as the father of information theory for his work done in the 1940s and 1950s.
Shannon defined the concept of “information content” and “entropy” as they relate to
data [36].
Data compression enters into the field of Information Theory because of its concern
with redundancy.

Redundant Information in a message takes extra bits to encode,

and if this extra information can be omitted, the size of the message can be reduced.

3.2.1 Entropy and Information Content
One of the elementary ideas of infoiTnation theory is that of entropy.

Information

Theory uses the term entropy as a measure of how much information is encoded in a
message. The word entropy was bonowed from thennodynamics, and it has similar
meaning.

The higher the entropy of a message, the more information it contains.

The entropy of a symbol E/, where / is the symbol is specified as the negative
logarithm to the base 2 of its probability /?/.
E/ = - log2 Pi bits.
The entropy (E) of an entire message is simply the sum of the entropy of all
individual symbols. For instance, if the probability of the character “e” appearing in
this thesis is Vi6, for example, the information content of the character is four bits.
-log2 ( Vi6y)=4 hits/character
So, the character string “eeeee” has a total content of 20 bits. If the standard 8-bit
ASCII characters are used to encode this message, then 40 bits are actually used.
The difference between the 20 bits of entropy and the 40 bits used to encode the
message is where the potential for data compression arises. That is, the length of a
message after is encoded should ideally be equal to it’s entropy.
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3.2.2 Models
The amount of information contained in a message is given with reference to a
model.
symbols.

The underlying role of a model is to supply probabilities for messages or
Usually, the probabilities are not calculated all at once.

Instead, the

probability of the message is built up incrementally, starting at the beginning of the
message and working through it symbol by symbol. The probability of the message
is computed by taking the probability of the first symbol and multiplying it by the
probability of the second symbol, and so on.

Multiplying the probabilities

corresponds to adding the code lengths, or concatenating the codes. The encoder and
the decoder both have the same model. The former generates codes using the model
and the decoder interprets the codes correctly with reference to the same model. It is
important for good performance that the model is kept appropriate for text, but at the
same time the decoder must always be using the same one as the encoder. There are
two main ways that the encoder/compressor and decoder/decompressor can maintain
the same model - static and adaptive modelling [33]. Figure 3.1 outlines the basic
structure of a compression model.

3.2.2.1 Static Modelling
In static modelling, the compressor and decompressor agree on a fixed model,
regardless of the text to be encoded. A static model, however, has its limitations. If
an input stream doesn’t match well with the previously accumulated statistics used to
establish the model, the compression ratio will be degraded, possibly to the point
where the output stream becomes larger than the input stream.

The next obvious
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enhancement is to build a statistics table for every unique input stream.

For this

reason adaptive modelling techniques are more suitable.

3.2.2.2 Adaptive Modelling
In adaptive modelling, both the compressor and decompressor start with the same
model. At the compressor, symbols are encoded using the existing model, and then
the model is updated to account for any newly encountered symbols.

At the

receiving decoder the symbols are reconstituted using the existing model and again
the model is updated. As long as the compression algorithm updates the models at
both the encoder and decoder in an identical manner, the process can operate
perfectly without needing to pass a statistics table from the compressor to the
decompressor.

Adaptive modelling has the slight disadvantage in that it starts

compressing with less than optimal statistics.

However, by subtracting the cost of

transmitting the statistics with compressed data, an adaptive model will usually
perform better overall than a fixed statistical model providing greater flexibility.

3.3 Compression Techniques
Data compression techniques can be divided into two major families; lossy and
lossless.

Each compression type approaches the concept of compression in a

different manner.

Lossy data compression concedes a certain loss of accuracy in

exchange for greatly increased compression whilst lossless compression is used to
compress a text stream so that it can be expanded into an identical copy of the
original stream.

3.3.1 Lossy Compression
Lossy compression is fundamentally different from lossless compression in one
respect: it accepts a slight loss of data to facilitate compression.

After lossy data

compression is applied to a message, the message can never be recovered exactly as
it was before it was compressed.
Because lossy compression cannot be decoded to yield the exact original message, it
is not a good method of compression for critical data, such as textual data. Hence,
lossy compression is generally performed on analogue data stored digitally, with the
primary applications being graphics and sound data. The most common method used
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to achieve lossy compression is to smooth out rapidly changing parts of the data, thus
lowering the required number of samples.

This type of compression frequently

makes two passes. A first pass over the data performs a high-level, signal-processing
function.

This frequently consists of transforming the data into the frequency

domain, using algorithms similar to the well-known Fast-Fourier Transform (FFT)
[37]. Once the data has been transformed, it is “smoothed”, ignoring the coefficients
of the higher frequencies, which represent the rapid changes and the lower
frequencies, which are unseen or unheard by humans. Loss of data occurs here. The
number of coefficients ignored will determine the compression ratio, defined as the
difference between the data and a compressed copy of itself, and the subjective loss
of quality.

The smoothing function that operates on the frequency-domain data

generally has a “quality factor” built into it that determines just how much smoothing
occurs.

The more the data is massaged, the greater the signal loss and the more

compression will occur.
The need to transmit images and video signals over channels with limited bandwidth
led to the formation of two groups charged with defining compression standards.
The joint effort of the International Standards Organisation (ISO) and the
Consultative Committee for International Telegraph and Telephone (CCITT) were
responsible for the establishment of these two groups called the Joint Picture Expert
Group (JPEG) [38] and the Moving Picture Expert Group (MPEG) [39]. Both of
these groups have produced compression standards, which fall under the lossy
compression domain.

3.3.2 Lossless Compression
In lossless data compression, the original message can be exactly decoded. This is
the type of compression used when storing database records, spreadsheets, or textbased files. In these applications, the loss of even a single bit of information could be
catastrophic. Lossless data compression works by finding repeated data patterns in a
message and encoding those patterns in an efficient manner. For this reason, lossless
data compression is also referred to as redundancy reduction. Because redundancy
reduction is dependant on patterns in the message, it does not work well on random
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messages.

As all text data typically shows regular patterns (words), this type of

compression works well for text.
Lossless coding methods or compression schemes fall into two distinct classes, those
based on a dictionary approach and those based on a statistical approach.

In

statistical coding each symbol is assigned a code based on the probability that it will
occur.

In dictionary coding, groups of consecutive characters, or “phrases” are

replaced by a code. The phrase represented by the code can be found by looking it
up in a “dictionary”.

Dictionary codes are more widely used, as they are usually

easier to encode and decode, although statistical methods based on arithmetic codes
offer greater potential for data reduction.

3.3.2.1 Statistical Codes
Statistical coding can be approached as two separate tasks -modelling and coding.
As previously mentioned modelling assigns probabilities to symbols.

Coding

translates these probabilities to a sequence of bits. The other part of the statistical
approach is the coder.

The problem of constructing an optimal coder was solved

with the discovery of arithmetic coding [34].

Arithmetic Coding
Arithmetic Coding bypasses the idea of replacing an input symbol with a specific
code.

It replaces a stream of input symbols with a single floating-point output

number. More bits are needed in the output number for longer, complex messages.
The output fiom an arithmetic coding process is a single number less than 1 and
greater than or equal to 0. This number can be uniquely decoded to create the exact
stream of symbols that went into its construction [34].

Huffman Coding
Huffman coding [33] is an example of a coding scheme that falls under the category
of statistical codes. The basic idea in Huffman coding is to assign short codewords
to those input blocks with high probabilities and long codewords to those with low
probabilities. This concept is similar to that of the Morse Code.
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3.3.2.2 Dictionary-based Data Compression Codes
These codes rely on both the sender and the receiver of the information maintaining a
dictionary of code strings that have occurred before in the information being
transmitted. It is then only necessary to transmit a pointer indicating the location of
the string in the dictionary rather than the string itself If the number of bits in the
pointer is less than the number of bits in the phrase, compression will occur.

The

various codes differ in the way the dictionary is built up and maintained.

The

different types of dictionaries used in lossless data compression are static and
adaptive [33].

Static Dictionaries
In some cases, it is advantageous to use a pre-defined dictionary to encode text. If
the frequency of occurrence of letter strings in the data can be reliably predicted e g.
if the text is Standard English, then a static dictionary is suitable.

This type of

dictionaiy is built up before compression occurs, and it does not change while the
data is being compressed. Both sender and receiver store this dictionary as a look-up
table and the message is transmitted as a series of pointers into the table. One of the
biggest advantages of a static dictionary is that it can be “tuned” to fit the data it is
compressing. However, if the messages do not conform to the predicted frequencies
then the pointers may turn out to be longer (in bits) than the individual characters.

Adaptive Dictionaries
Instead of having a completely defined dictionary when compression begins,
adaptive dictionaries start out either with no pre-defined content or with default
baseline content.

As compression proceeds, the algorithms add new phrases to be

used later as encoded tokens or pointers.

This ensures that the compression is as

close to optimal as possible with the trade-off that encoding and decoding takes a
longer length of time.

Ziv-Lentpel
In most practical applications of dictionary-based coding, adaptive techniques to
rebuild the dictionary for every new data stream are used.

The best methods of

dictionary-based compression are all founded on Ziv-Lempel compression, also
known as Lempel-Ziv or LZ compression [33]. Since the first exposition of the basic
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algorithm in 1977 known as LZ77, there have been many variants proposed,
allowing different sizes of dictionary and of the maximum string length to be
encoded. In 1978, Ziv and Lempel introduced another algorithm, which has become
known as LZ78.

This work is based on the concept of building up a dictionary

character-by-character rather than phrase-by-phrase. LZ78 led to many variants with
the best-known scheme, the Terry Welch LZW scheme, which was designed in 1984
for implementation in hardware for high-performance disk controllers.

3.4 Basic Framework of TCCB
The objective of this study was to concentrate on text compression, in particular,
compression of SIP messages. The compression technique developed is called Text
Based compression using Cache and Blank approach or simply TCCB [12,13].
Because SIP messages are text-based in nature, it was essential that TCCB be
designed to fall into the lossless compression category. This feature is crucial as loss
of a single byte from a SIP message could result in disastrous consequences in a
registration or establishment of a session between users.
TCCB employs both static and adaptive dictionaries. The combination of these two
types of dictionaries enables compression to be achieved even in the initial message
transmitted.

TCCB encompasses the main advantage found in all LZ-based

compression algorithms in that it is not necessary for the dictionary to be transmitted
between sender and receiver.
static dictionaries.

TCCB performance is optimised by the presence of

This is an implementation choice but to utilise these static

dictionaries means TCCB must be aware of the types of messages it is compressing.
The implementation of TCCB detailed here deals specifically with SIP messages and
so static dictionaries based on SIP message details are employed.
TCCB is contained within a new ‘shim’ layer that sits between the text based
application protocol layer and the lower transport layers (e g. UDP or TCP) [23].
This additional layer is added to the protocol stacks of both entities that wish to
communicate using compression, shown in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2 TCCB Implementation in a typical protocol stack

3.5 TCCB Functions
The purpose of the TCCB layer is to remove all redundant header information, store
this information in the local cache of the compressing entity and provide an indexing
scheme by which such information can later be retrieved in order to decompress the
given message. Redundant header infoiTnation is identified as header content, which
the sending node “knows” is already stored in the cache of the receiving node. An
example in the SIP case is where a header field’s content has been encountered in a
message sent previously. If the TCCB layer sees that a header field is the same as
previously sent or received for a particular sequence it simply “blanks” or removes
the header content. If TCCB later receives a message with a “blank” header field, it
reconstructs the header fi om its cache or pre-loaded dictionaries as appropriate for
that particular sequence.

3.6 TCCB Algorithm
The following is the basic algorithm of TCCB.
algorithm presented in [13].
functionality.

It is an improved version of the

TCCB contains both compressor and decompressor

A summary of the algorithm is first given along with the functional

components of its compression scheme. Their relationships are illustrated in Figure
3.3. Subsequent sections proceed to describe the algorithm in greater detail.
For ALL messages,
a) Extract information from the To, From and Via fields within the given
message and establish the message’s index
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b) Parse each message line into the separate elements of header and data
c) Utilise the pre-loaded dictionaries as appropriate

3.6.1 Messages for Compression
Each message undergoing compression will endure the following procedure outlined
in pseudocode.

BEGIN
Perform compression on each message element within the given message. Using the
index established in (a) above, access the relevant header cache table in the central
cache of the communicating entity and extract the matching cache data element if
present
IF message data matches cache data element
THEN
Blank message data from current message
ELSE message and cache data elements did not match OR no cache data elements
present in cache
Using appropriate index irformation, update cache with the latest message data
END
Forward the compressed message to the transport layer (e g. UDP or TCP) for
processing.

3.6.2 Messages for Decompression
Upon receiving a compressed message, the decompressor reconstructs the message in
the following manner, again outlined in pseudocode.

BEGIN
Perform decompression on each message element within message
IF message content has been “blanked”
Using index established in (a), extract the appropriate cache data element from the
cache to reconstruct the message content
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ELSE
Using appropriate index information, ensure the cache is up to date with the
received message content

END
Forward the re-constructed message to the application layer.

Figure 3.3 TCCB Functional Architecture

3.7 Dictionaries
The TCCB compression technique incorporates a number of pre-loaded/static
dictionaries.

3.7.1 Start-line Dictionary
As previously mentioned, a SIP message is either a request or a response.

Both

request and response messages consist of a start-line. SIP requests are distinguished
by having a Request-line for a start-line. A request-line contains a method name, a
request-URl and the protocol version separated by a single space character.
Responses differ ft'orn requests by having a Status-line as their start-line. A status-
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line consists of the protocol version followed by a numeric status-code and its
associated textual phrase. A single space character separates each element.

The

Start-line dictionary contains an 8-bit representation of the complete list of SIP
Request-lines and Status-lines. Table 3.1 shows some examples of the types of start
lines (either request or status lines) and their associated numerical representations.
Table 3.1 Extract from Start-line Dictionary

Start-line

Bit-wise Representation

INVITE
ACK
OPTIONS
BYE
SIP/2.0 100 Trying
SIP/2.0 180 Ringing
SIP/2.0 200 OK

00000001
00000010
00000011
00000100
00001111
00010000
00010011

Thus when sending a compressed message, “ACK” would be replaced with
00000010 etc.

3.7.2 Static SIP Header Dictionary
This dictionary contains the complete list of static SIP headers as specified in RFC
3261 [10]

Similar to the Start-line dictionary, this dictionary also contains an 8-bit

representation of each of the static SIP headers, some examples are given in Table
3.2. Upon compression, each line of a SIP message is parsed into header and data.
This dictionary is then used to replace the textual SIP header with its bit-wise
representation. On the decompressor side, this dictionary is employed to reconstruct
all the compressed SIP headers to their original text-based form.
Table 3.2 Extract from Static SIP Header Dictionary

Static SIP Header

Bit-wise Representation

To
From

01111000
OlOllOIl
01111011

Via
Date
Expires
Contact
Subject

1

loioioill
01011010
01010000
01110100

1
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3.7.3 Default Content Dictionary
Examination of SIP messages with SDP message bodies has identified message
content associated with SIP or SDP headers, which is repeated with high Ifequency.
These message elements are listed in the Default Content dictionary. Within the
dictionary, default content is associated with the header with which it appears in a
SIP message. The compressor, in conforming to the Default Content dictionary can
eliminate this content even on the first message of a session, thereby reducing the
size of even the very first message. The Default Content dictionary operates on each
individual line of the message independently.

The message line is parsed or

separated into header and data. The header of a line is the key to this dictionary.
The dictionary is examined to determine if there are any default content entries
associated with the header in question.

If an entry is present then a caret

is

inserted in place of the content that can be compressed using the Default Content
dictionary. This symbol was chosen, as it has no special meaning in SIP messages.
The

enables the receiving decompressor to recognise when, message content

should be reconstructed using the Default Content Dictionary.
On the decompressor side, the header of the message line is also the key to restoring
any content compressed using this dictionary. The decompressor examines the data
element of a given message-line in order to determine if the

symbol is present. If

the investigation proves positive, then the header of that line is used to extract the
compressed content from the dictionary and replace the caret in order to rebuild the
message.
In some cases there is multiple default content for a given header. If such a header is
found in a message and it’s content is to be compressed, then the message content in
question is replaced with the

plus a number e g. ^1.

The caret indicates the

Default Content dictionary is to be used to recover the compressed message details.
The number conveys from which dictionary index position the message details
should be extracted.
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Table 3.3 Extract from Default Content Dictionary

Header

Default Content
Dictionary 0
Index
Position

1

Supported

100 rel

Expires

3600

ContentType

application

application

/sdp

/text

m

Audio

t

00

a

rtpmap;

frntp;

2

3

qos: mandatory
sendrecv

qos: success

For example, the message line,

Content-Type: application/text
may be compressed to the following form

Content-Type:
Using Table 3.3, the decompressor reconstructs the compressed line to its original
form by firstly referring to the Default Content dictionary as denoted by the caret.
Accessing dictionary index position 1 listed under the Content-Type header follows
this. The data located in this position corresponds to the compressed message details
represented by

Once again the initial line,

Content-Type: application/text
is recreated.

3.8 Indexing and Cache
Each end-point communicating using compression will maintain a cache. As stated
previously, for both compressed and uncompressed messages, information is
extracted from the given message and an index is established.

This index is

employed to manipulate and ensure synchronisation of the caches at the
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communicating end-points as the various messages traverse between them.

The

index established is thus based on a peer-peer relationship meaning that only
information shared between two communicating parties can be accessed, updated and
employed in compressing and decompressing the messages exchanged between
them.

3.8.1 Index Establishment
A single index is created per message based on the
• From line
• To line
• Via line(s)
Thus the details of the majority of messages transmitted during a session between
peers will be stored under the same index within each end-point’s cache.
The SIP addresses contained within the From and To lines are extracted.

The

location data in the Via line(s) is extracted. These three or more data elements are
then concatenated together in the following order,
From To. Via(s)
The index for this message is then obtained by creating a Secure Hash Algorithm-1
(SHA-1) [40] digest based on the combined information indicated above. An SHA-1
digest is a compact representation of data.
In compressing a message one of two scenarios will occur.
1. If the participants involved in the call or session have exchanged messages
earlier, then the From, To and Via line details involved in generating the
message digest must be pre-cached details.

These details can therefore be

omitted from the message on the understanding that the cache at the
receiving decompressor also contains this information and can therefore
reconstruct the message accordingly. The SHA-1 message digest is included
in the From line of the compressed message to be transmitted.

This

information will allow the decompressor to access the correct information in
its cache to re-store the message to its original form.
2. If the participants have had no foregoing communication then the full From,
To and Via details must be included in the message for transmission such
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that the decompressor at the receiving end-point can generate the message
digest identical to that generated at the compressor and thus both entities’
caches can remain synchronised to ensure accurate and exact compression
and decompression of subsequent messages.
In decompressing a message one of two scenarios will also occur.
1. If the compressed message received contains an SHA-1 message digest in the
From line, this indicates that this is not the first message exchanged between
the communicating entities.

The procedure in this case is that the SHA-1

message digest is used to firstly decompress the From, To and Via details
followed by the remainder of the message.
2. If the compressed message contains the full From, To and Via lines then the
decompressor inteiprets the message to be the first exchanged in a session
between two parties and so an SHA-1 message digest based on details of the
given message must first be established and used to create new entries in the
cache detailing this message’s data.
3.8.1.1 SHA-1 Digest
SHA-1

is a Secure Hash Algorithm (SHAl)

for computing a condensed

representation of electronic data (message) [40]. When a message of any length less
than 2^^ bits is input to this algorithm, the result is an output called a message digest.
The TCCB algorithm is designed to use the SHA-1 to generate a binary message
digest. This message digest is 20 bytes in length. Since the essential focus behind
compression is to make things smaller, the TCCB technique further reduces the size
of the message digest to just 5 bytes. The incentive behind using the SHA-1 digest
mechanism is that it transforms a significant amount of information into a small
representation. In many cases where the SHA-1 message digest for a given message
is stored in the cache due to a previous encounter, it is possible to compress all the
content upon which the digest is based resulting in very substantial compression.
This point is further highlighted in Chapter 4, which presents a performance
evaluation of TCCB.
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3.8.2.1 Index Cache Table
As Figure 3.4 illustrates, the Index table within the TCCB cache is maintained as a
separate entity. The main motivation behind this feature is simplicity and increased
elficiency of the TCCB algorithm.
When an SHA-1 message digest is generated based on a message, its first purpose is
to determine if the communicating parties have previously exchanged messages.
Simply checking if the current message’s index is listed in the Index table provides
evidence of prior contact.

This simple and easy process determines whether the

message should endure minimal or extensive compression and if it is necessary for
TCCB to invoke its Update and Deletion schemes.
Minimal compression is endured by a message when its index is not listed in the
Index table and thus there is no pre-loaded content in the Central Cache that may be
used for compression purposes.

However, even in this case some rate of

compression is still achieved via the pre-loaded/static dictionaries.

3.8.2.2 Central Cache
In comparison with the Index table, the Central Cache appears greater in complexity
and size, yet it still remains fundamentally simple and efficient. The Central Cache
has three levels,
•

SIP/SDP Header

•

Message Index

•

Data

The first point of access is the SIP or SDP header of the message line under-going
compression or decompression.

The next level is the SHA-1 message digest

corresponding to the message index. And the final level consists of the actual cache
data elements.
The SIP protocol specifies five mandatory SIP headers - From, To, Via, Cseq and
Call-ID [10], which must be included in every SIP message.

Therefore, SIP

messages sent between different combinations of users will always have these
headers in common and potentially more depending on the nature of the message
being exchanged. For this reason, SIP or SDP headers are the first access point into
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the Central Cache in order to avoid redundancy as a result of recording the same
header every time it is encountered in different sessions.

Also in attempting to

compress data of a message, the Central Cache is examined to determine if the data
in question has been encountered before.

Thus the header of the message line in

question is first used to gain initial access into the Central Cache. If the header is not
present in the Central Cache, it follows that compression of the message data cannot
be performed, as there is no pre-cached data. This procedure increases the efficiency
of TCCB in determining its ability to compress for a given message-line.
The next level is the SHA-1 message digest. As this is based on the specific details
of peer communicating entities, it ensures only the cache data elements linked to a
particular digest/index can be accessed and manipulated by the specific parties upon
whose details the index is founded. This prevents corruption of data by other users
external to the given session. It also ensures synchronisation of the Central Caches
between the compressor and decompressor of a session. The final level consists of
what are called cache data elements.

These are memory locations in the Central

Cache that store the details of all the messages transmitted.
As illustrated in Figure 3.4, each message index within a Header Cache table can be
linked to up to ten cache data entries. Within the Header Cache tables these memory
locations are not fixed i.e. 10 memory locations are not reserved. Instead, memory
locations are created on an adhoc basis as required, therefore minimising the amount
of memory required by the TCCB cache at all times. This is of particular importance
for application in mobile/wireless devices with limited memory.

3.9 TCCB Cache Control
The concept of maintaining a cache such as the TCCB cache for the purposes of
compression and decompression is ideal provided that each peer-to-peer cache is
maintained and updated in exactly the same manner and that each peer-to-peer cache
size is also identically controlled. TCCB implements Update and Deletion schemes
such that these important details are enforced.
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3.9.1 Organisation of Cache Data Elements
As mentioned above and illustrated in Figure 3.4, each Header Cache table may have
multiple message indices associated with it. In turn, each index may be linked to up
to ten cache data elements. These cache data elements are stored in what are known
as cache data positions of which there are ten, zero to nine.

TCCB maintains its

cache such that the cache data element most recently accessed and employed for
compression and decompression purposes is in cache data position zero.

This

ensures that the cache data element in current use will always be located in this
known cache data position. The significance of this feature is relevant for the TCCB
Deletion Scheme detailed in Section 3.9.3.

3.9.2 TCCB Cache Update Procedure
The TCCB Update Procedure ensures
1. All new message indices (digests) are entered into the Index table and first
time message details are entered into the Central Cache.
2. The most recently used cache data elements will always be located in the
lower cache data positions.
3. The order of the cache data elements in their various positions will remain
identical at the communicating compressor and decompressor.
Depending on the details of the message, the Update procedure will perform in a
number of different ways.

3.9.2.1 Update of Index Table with New Message Index
Having generated a message index based on the details of the given message, the
Index cache table is examined.

Upon finding no record of the current message’s

index in the Index table, the Update scheme proceeds as follows. Firstly, the Index
table is updated with this new message index.

And secondly, the message is

processed line by line with all message content being inserted into the relevant
Header Cache tables of the Central Cache, linked to that message’s index.

3.9.2.2 Update of Central Cache with new Header Cache Table
In many cases, messages succeeding the first message transmitted between entities
will contain message headers not previously encountered.

Therefore, while the
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message digest is located in the Index table, a Header Cache table for the header
contained in a given message line may not already exist in the Central Cache. Such
an occurrence requires the establishment of an entirely new Header Cache table in
the Central Cache corresponding to the header in question. Figure. 3.5 illustrates how
this incidence is managed. The most important step in this practise is that the newly
stored data inserted into the newly created Header Cache table is linked to its
corresponding message index.
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A message undergoing eompression has a message index equal to Efl3x and contains the
following line
Rseq: 9022
The following is an extract of the compressing entity’s Central Cache

Header

Index
Cache Data
Positions

Cscq
To
From
Via
Call-ID
Contact

En3x
abode
En3x
abode
En3x
abode
En3x
abode
En3x
abode
En3x

Central Cache
Cache Data Elements
0
1 REGISTER
3 REGISTER
val@cit.ie
kcn@dit.com
Tom@wit.ie
ken@dit.com
SlP/2.0/UDP[5555::aaa:bbb;ccc:dddl
S1P/2.0/UDP 123.78.23.43
cb03a0s09a2sdfglki2
Ghjerty 19876
sip;vkcnncally@cit.ic

1
2 INVITE

Examination of tlic above cache details show there is no pre-loaded Rseq cache
table. Therefore tlic Central Cache is updated by the addition of a new
Header Cache table corresponding to the SIP Rseq header. The message data
belonging to this header is also inserted into this new Header Cache table linked to the
message index, EflSx. And so the Central Cache becomes
Header

Index

Cscq

En3x
abede
En3x
abede
Efl3x
abode
Efl3x
abode
Efl3x
abode

To
From
Via
Call-ID

Central Cache
Cache Data Elements
Cache Data Positions 0
1 REGISTER
3 REGISTER
val(^,cit.ic
kcn^dit.com
Tom(^wit.ie
kcn@dit.com
S1P/2.0/UDP r5555::aaa:bbb:ccc:ddd1
S1P/2.0/UDP 123.78.23.43
cb03a0s09a2sdfglkj2
Ghjcrty 19876

Contact

En3x

^i^wkenneall^^ciu^

Rseq

En3x

9022

1

2 INVITE

New Rseq
cache table
with new
data (9022)
linked to its
message
index EflSx

Figure 3.5 Update of Central Cache with new Header Cache Table
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3.9.2.3 Update of a Header Cache table with New Index
The creation of Header Cache tables is independent of the communicating parties.
New Header Cache tables are created upon encountering new message headers
regardless of the session to which the message belongs.

It is the next level of

indexing, the message indices, which link the message details to their communicating
parties. Hence, it is possible for parties involved in a session to transmit a message
and find that the Header Cache table for a specific header has been created due to the
presence of this header in a previously encountered message.

However, on

examining the message indices listed in the given Header Cache table, it may be
found that the current message’s index does not exist. This is due to the fact that this
message is the first to contain the header at issue with such a message index. An
example of the procedure used to deal with this scenario is shown in Figure 3.6.
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Index
Table

Header

Index

En3x
abode
Cseq

To
From
Via

TCCB
Cache

Call-ID
Contact

En3x

Central Cache
Cache Data Elements
Cache Data 0
Positions
1 REGISTER

1
2
INVITE

3 REGISTER
val(^,cit.ie
ken(a)dit.com
Tom(Swit.ie
kcn(aJ,dit.com
SIP/2.0/UDP
[5555;:aaa:bbb:ccc:dddl
SIP/2.0/UDP 123.78.23.43
cb03a0s09a2sdfglki2
Ghjerty 19876
sip:vkcnncally@cit.ic

abede
Efl3x
abede
En3x
abede
En3x
abede
Efl3x
abede
abede

The above is the TCCB cache being used in the compression of a message with index equal to EfBx.
The message contains the following line
Contact: kcareyCo^dit.com
However, inspection of tlic above cache table identifies the presence of a Contact Cache table but the
required message index is not listed within. This results in the Contact Cache table being altered to
include a new index plus the contents of the Contact message line in question. The above Central
Cache now becomes
Header

Index
Cache Data
Positions

Cseq
To
From
Via

Call-ID
Contact

En3x
abede
En3x
abede
Efl3x
abede
Efl3x
abede
Efl3x
abede
abede
En3x

Cache Data Elements
0
1 REGISTER
3 REGISTER
val(^,cit.ic
ken^dit.com
Tom^wit.ie
ken(a).dit.com
SIP/2.0/UDP
[5555::aaa:bbb;ccc:dddl
SIP/2.0/UDP 123.78.23.43
Cb03a0s09a2sdfgllq2
Ghjerty 19876
sip:vkenneally@cit.ie
sip:kcarey^dit.com

1
2 INVITE

New index and data added to a pre
existing Header Cache table

Figure 3.6 Update of a Header Cache Table with a New Index
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3.9.2.4 Management of Update Scheme for non-matching Data Elements
Once parties exchange their first message, their corresponding index will have been
recorded in the Index table and corresponding message data entered into various
Header Cache tables within the Central Cache.

Thus, when pre-loaded cache data

elements exist within the relevant Header Cache tables for a given message’s index,
the compressor examines each cache data element in search for one matching the
data of the line undergoing compression.

Ideally, such a match will exist allowing

successful compression, but in some cases the message data may not have been
encountered before and it becomes necessary to update the cache with the new data.
In keeping with the cache organisation where the most recently used cache data
element is located in cache data position zero, the related Header Cache table must
be altered such that this new message data is inserted into the appropriate position.
Figure 3.7 explains this process in more detail.

Most recently used
cache data element
Header

Index
Cache Data Positions

ContentLength

abede

Least recently used
cache data element

\t Cache Data Elements
^ 0
2
3
1
145
257
123
143

4
124

198

A message is now transmitted bearing the above, ahede index and it contains the following line
Content-Length: 234
Upon examining the cache data elements associated with the index under discussion, it is evident that
the data “234” is not pre-loaded, i.c. it has not been encountered before and thus the Content-Length
cache table must be updated to reflect this new information. Accordingly, the Content-Length cache
table becomes.

Header

Index
Cache Data Positions

ContentLength

acbde

New data inserted into Cache
data position zero

Cache Data Elements
0
1
2
3
r234 123 143 145

4
257

5
124

6
198

Pre-existing cache data elements are
shifted forward to the next cache data
positions

Figure 3.7 Cache Update for Non-matching Cache Data Elements
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3.9.2.5 Management of Update Scheme for Matching Data Elements
As mentioned in the previous section, a cache data element will preferably exist,
matching the data of the message line being compressed. When this situation arises
then one of two scenarios can occur:

Scenario 1: The matching cache data element is located in cache data
position zero, as illustrated in Figure 3.8. As this is the intended location for most
recently used data no cache alteration is necessary. Within the message undergoing
compression, the data of the line in question is removed leaving a blank space.
The message undergoing compression has an index of the form abede, the line of the message in
question is
Content-Length: 178
A Content-Length Cache table containing the message’s index docs exist within the Central Cache of
the entity performing compression and it is as follows
Header

Index
Cache Data Positions

Conlcnt-Lcngth

Cache Data Elements
0
3
1
2
4

178

abede

234

97

196

125

5

145

As shown, the matching cache data clement is located in the most recently used cache data position
zero.

Hence, no manipulation of the Content-Length cache table is necessary and the message line

under discussion becomes,
Content-Length:
The data field is compressed and left blank.

Figure 3.8 Matching Cache Data Element in Cache Data Position Zero

The decompressor receiving the above message will detect the particular message
line being discussed and detects that it bears only a header and a blank data element.
The decompressor is designed to interpret such a line to indicate that the data of the
line has been compressed.

In order to reconstruct the line to its original form, the

message’s index and the header present in the line at issue should be engaged in
accessing the relevant data from cache data position zero of the appropriate Header
Cache table and inserting it into the message being decompressed.

Scenario 2: The matching cache data element is located in a cache data
position other than zero. In this case the message content can be compressed but the
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Header Cache table must also be updated such that the relevant cache data element is
moved to cache data position zero. Again, this cache modification is necessary to
identify the cache data element in question as the most recently accessed data
element.

Therefore, the procedure is firstly to compress the message data and

replace it with the original cache data position of the matching cache data element.
Next, extract the cache data element from its original cache data position and
increase the cache data positions, which have a value lower than that of the matching
cache data position by a factor of one.

Finally, insert the matching cache data

element into the now empty cache data position zero. The process is illustrated in
Figure 3.9.
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The message to be eompressed has a eorresponding index equal to abede and eontains the following
line,
Content-Length: 145
The Content-Length Caehe table in the eompressor is as follows
Header

Index

Cache Data Elements
Cache Data Positions

Content-Length

abede

0

1

2

3

4

5

123

234

145

124

231

196

The above table indieates that the matehing eaehe data element is loeated in eaehe data position two, so
the first step is to eompress the data of the message and replaee the eompressed eontents with the
original eaehe data position of the matehing eaehe data element. Thus the message line beeomes
Content-Length: 2
The Content-Length Caehe table must now be altered to aeknowledge that the eaehe data element 145, is the most reeently used data. Therefore the eaehe data element is removed from eaehe data
position two and all lower eaehe data positions are inereased by one.
Header

Index
Cache Data Positions

Content-Lengtli

abede

Cache Data Elements
0 1
2
3
4
■ 123 234 124 231

5
196

This results in eaehe data position zero being empty in antieipation of the most reeently used data, in
this ease 145 and so the Content-Length eaehe table beeomes
Header

Index
Cache Data Positions

Content-Length

abode

Cache Data Elements
0
1
2
3
145 123 234 124

4
231

5
196

Figure 3.9 Matching Cache Data Element in a Cache Data Position other than Zero

In response to this scenario, the decompressor receiving this compressed message
will perform two functions.

Having detected the message line consisting of the

header plus the cache data position identifying the location of the compressed data,
the decompressor takes the following steps;
1. Using the line header and the message’s index, the correct Header Cache
table is accessed.

The compressed data is extracted from the cache data

position indicated by the data element of the compressed message line.
2. The cache data element involved in reconstituting the message line is then
moved to cache data position zero as executed in the compressor.
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3.9.3 TCCB Deletion Scheme
The TCCB Deletion Scheme is based on removing the least frequently used cache
data element from each Header Cache table as necessary.

As messages are

transmitted between communicating peers all message details are recorded in each
entity’s TCCB cache. Each message index in every Header Cache table is peiTnitted
to accumulate up to ten cache data elements over multiple messages bearing the same
index.
Whenever a message index already exists in a given Header Cache table, then there
is at least one cache data element linked to it and potentially more. Therefore, in the
situation where the Header Cache table must be updated with new, previously unseen
data, a check must be made to ensure the Header Cache table to be updated has not
yet reached its quota or limit for storing cache data elements. When a message index
within a Header Cache table due to be updated already stores the maximum ten cache
data elements, TCCB’s Deletion Scheme must be invoked. Owing to the manner in
which the cache is maintained, the least used cache data element will be in cache
data position nine.

The TCCB Deletion Scheme deletes this cache data element

creating space for the new data. The cache data positions of all pre-existing cache
data elements are increased by one, freeing cache data position zero, into which the
new data is inserted. The deletion procedure is illustrated in Figure 3.10.
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Following Ihc transmission of subsequent messages, assume the Content-Length eaehe table appears as
follows
Cache Data Elements
4
2
3
1
0

Index

Header

Cache Data
Positions

167

abode

ContentLength

78

123

143

98

5

6

7

8

9

145

257

124

114

198

A message is now to be transmitted bearing the above, abode index and it eontains the following line
Content-Length; 170
Upon examining the eaehe data elements assoeiated with the index under diseussion, it beeomes
evident that the data “170” is not contained. The data has not been encountered before and thus the
Content-Length Cache table must be updated to include this new information. However, the ''abode”
index within the Content-Length cache table is already linked to the maximum of ten cache data
elements.

Hence the least used cache data element “198”, located in cache data position nine is

removed and so the cache table becomes
Header

Index
Cache Data
Positions

ContentLength

acbde

Cache Data Elements
0
1
2
3

4

5

6

7

8

167

143

145

257

124

IIO^I

78

123

98

; 9

The least used element has been
deleted now resulting in nine
cache data elements
As before, tlie Content-Lengtli cache table is updated with the new data by inserting the new data mto
cache data position zero.
Header

Index
Cache Data
Positions

ContentLength

abode

Cache Data Elements
3
4
0
1
2
170

167

78

123

98

5

6

7

8

9

143

145

257

124

114

New update to tlie cache table entered
into cache data position zero

Figure 3.10 TCCB Deletion Scheme
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3.10 Partial Compression
In the TCCB compression algorithm developed in the work presented here, a feature
known as ‘partial’ compression of data for certain headers has been designed. The
data involved in partial data compression is data that always contains one of the
request METHODS in every message. The data of certain SIP headers have a fixed
data format, which always includes one of the SIP methods detailed in Table 3.4.
Table 3.4 SIP Methods

Method

Description

REGISTER

Enables a user to register its contact
and user information with a server
Initiates calls, allows modification of
call parameters (i.e. re-INVITE)
Acknowledges a final response for an
INVITE
Terminates a session
Cancels pending transactions
Queries the capabilities of the
receiving end-point

INVITE
ACK
BYE
CANCEL
OPTIONS

This concept is best explained by example.

Cseq is a SIP header.

The data

contained in a Cseq message line serves as a way to identify and order transactions.
It consists of a sequence number and a METHOD.
Cseq: 170 INVITE
TCCB can compress the INVITE using the Start-line dictionary outlined in Section
3.7.1 and thus the above line becomes,
Cseq: 170 00000001
i.e. the textual form of the SIP method ESTVITE is replaced by its bit-wise
representation detailed in the Start-line dictionary.
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3.11 SIP Header Grouping
As described earlier, when a match is located between the data of a message line and
a cache data element within the relevant Header Cache table, it is possible to
compress the message data.

When the matching cache data element is located in

cache data position zero of the appropriate Header Cache table, the message data can
be compressed to a blank space.
The header grouping procedure allows further compression of a message by
gathering any consecutive message lines comprised of lone headers into a single line
of the following format.
<SIP Header>: <SIP Header>: <SIP Header>: etc
The message line onto which the sole header lines are gathered is the first line of this
consecutive set of lines. This is further described by example.
Compression of a message has resulted in the following
00000001 sip:bob@biloxi.example.com SIP/2.0

01111011
01011110
01010101
01110001
01011011

I'' group of consecutive lone headers
abode

01111000 1
01010110 2 INVITE
01010000
tiid
01010101
2’ group of consecutive lone headers
00001110
01010100
151
Msg. 3.1 Compressed Message Example

Examination of the above message shows two different groups of consecutive lone
header message lines and one single message line with a lone header.

Only

consecutive lines can be combined, thus resulting in two different header groupings.
Because the single lone header is isolated from the other such lines, no grouping of
this line can be achieved. The reasoning behind grouping only consecutive lines is to
preserve the original order of the message lines. After header grouping the message
becomes.
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00000001 sip:bob@biloxi.example.com SIP/2.0
01111011 01011110: 01010101: 01110001:
01011011 abode
SIP Header Grouping
01111000 1
^-01010110 2 INVITE
01010000 01010101: 00001110:^^^
01010100 151

Msg. 3.2 Message with SIP Header Grouping

Clearly the greater the number of such consecutive lines, the greater the compression
that can be achieved with header grouping.

The effectiveness of SIP Header

Grouping is more significant when the message consists of SIP data only and not
SDP i.e. a smaller message to begin with and the remainder of the lines which are not
involved in the grouping have compressed data, replaced by an index number.

3.12 TCCB in Operation
In order to understand the TCCB algorithm completely, a set of examples based on a
registration and the first couple of messages of a session establishment are given
bringing together all the features of TCCB described in this chapter. The following
abbreviations are used throughout the examples;
C:

Client

S:

Server

CT:

Client TCCB

CTC;

Client TCCB Cache

ST:

Server TCCB

STC:

Server TCCB Cache

The following is an overview of the examples:
Example 1: First Registration after power up
Example 2: First few messages in a session establishment
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Example 1: First Registration
Step 1.1. REGISTER

CT

A REGISTER request shown in Msg. 3.3 is sent from the User Agent Client (UAC),
to the TCCB layer of the Client (CT).
REGISTER sip:444.333.222.Ill SIP/2.0
To: "Alien Blaster" <sip:B36(SHA1(userl_publicl@homel.net;
time=36123E5B; seq=72))@localhost>
From: "Alien Blaster" <sip:B36(SHA1(userl_publicl@homel.net;
time=36123E5B; seq=72))@localhost>
Call-ID: -3693193161352840821@157.190.66.137
Cseq: 1 REGISTER
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP [5555::aaa:bbb:ccc:ddd]
Contact: sip:[5555::aaa:bbb:ccc:ddd]
Expires: 3600
Content-Length: 0

Msg. 3.3 First Registration Message

Step 1.2 REGISTER CT ^ ST
The SIP aware TCCB extracts the From, To and Via details from the message in
order to generate the message’s index.

Assume the index established for this

message is ahcde. TCCB now checks its Index table for the presence of this ahcde
index.

Because this is the first message following power-up, there are no indices

stored in the Index table.

This new index is entered into the Index table.

Each

message line is processed individually. Since the message’s index was not listed in
the Index table then there can be no pre-cached data in the Central Cache for use in
compression. Thus, a Header Cache table is created for each message line’s header.
The message line data is then entered into the relevant Header Cache table linked to
the message’s index.

The pre-loaded dictionaries, start-line, static SIP header and

default content dictionaries are also used at this point to achieve compression.
Following start-line and static SIP header compression the message becomes.
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00001011 sip:444.333.222.Ill
01111000 "Alien Blaster" <sip:B36(SHA1(userl publicl@homel.net;
time=36123E5B; seq=72))@localhost>
01011011 "Alien Blaster" <sip:B36(SHA1(userl publicl@homel.net;
time=36123E5B; seq=72))@localhost>
01001110 -3693193161352840821@157.190.66.137
01010110 1 REGISTER
01111011 SIP/2.0/UDP [5555::aaa:bbb:ccc:ddd]
01010000 sip: [5555::aaa:bbb:CCC:ddd]
01011010 3600
01010100 0
Msg. 3.4 Message with Pre-loaded Dictionary Compression

All SIP headers have been replaced by their bit-wise representation. Note also the
removal of the “SIP/2.0” from the start-line accompanied by compression of the
REGISTER method to its 1-byte numerical representation.
The partial compression concept reduces the line,
01010110: 1 REGISTER

to
01010110: 1 00001011

And lastly subsequent to default content dictionary usage, the final compressed
message is,

00001011 Sip:444.333.222.Ill
01111000 "Alien Blaster" <sip:B36(SHA1(userl_publicl@homel.net;
time=36123E5B; seq=72))@localhost>
01011011 "Alien Blaster" <sip:B36(SHA1(userl publicl@homel.net;
time=36123E5B; seq=72))@localhost>
01001110 -3693193161352840821@157.190.66.137
01010110 1 00001011
01111011
[5555::aaa:bbb:ccc:ddd]
01010000 sip: [5555::aaa:bbb:CCC:ddd]
01011010
01010100 0
Msg. 3.5 Compressed REGISTER Request

The default content dictionary in this case affects only one line. This line being
Expires: 3600 or 01011010: 3600
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The content “3600” are listed as default content of the Expires header. Such content
can therefore be compressed and signification of default content dictionary
associated compression is provided by the caret

in place of the compressed

content.
CTC: The following is the TCCB cache stored in the UA after TCCB processing.

Index
Table
abode

Central Cache
Header

Index

<:==c>

UA TCCB
CACHE

Cache
Data
Position
startlinc
To

abede
abede

From

abede

Call-ID

abede

Cscq
Via

abede
abede

Contact
Expires
Content-Length

abede
abede
abede

Cache Data Elements
0

sip:444.333.222.111
"Alien Blaster" <sip:B36(SHAl(userl_publicl
@homel .net; time=36123E5B;
seq=72))^,localhost>
"Alien Blaster" <sip:B36(SHAl(userl j)iiblicl
@homel .net; time=36123E5B;
seq=72))(^,localhost>
-3693193161352840821@
157.190.66.137
1 REGISTER
S1P/2.0/UDP
[5555::aaa:bbb:ccc:ddd]
sip;f5555::aaa:bbb:ccc:dddl
3600
0

Figure 3.11 Client TCCB Cache following First Message Processing after Power Up

Step 1.3: REGISTER ST^ S
The compressed message has been transmitted to the receiving end-point, in this case
the server. The message is decompressed in the following order.

Firstly, any SIP

headers that have been grouped are separated into their respective individual lines.
Since this compressed message does not have such a feature, no SIP header
separation is necessary at this time. Next using the static SIP header and Start-line
dictionaries, the SIP headers and start-line are decompressed from their 1-byte
numerical representation to their original textual form. Following on from this, any
message data, which has been compressed using the default content dictionary, is
decompressed. The decompressor becomes aware of default dictionary compression
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upon detecting a caret

in place of message content. In this message, the Expires

message line content is affected by the default content dictionary and so the
dictionary replaces the

with the original message data for this line. Finally, the

SIP aware TCCB layer in the server ascertains that the From line of the message does
not bear the message’s index and so extracts the From, To and Via line details to
generate the message’s index in the same manner as in the client. Again the server’s
Index table is examined to determine if this current message’s index is listed within.
As this is the first message after power-up, the Index table bears no record of such an
index and so the new index is entered into this entity’s Index table. And lastly, the
message’s index is used to update the Central Cache with new Header Cache tables
as required plus the appropriate data.
STC: The following is the TCCB cache in the server after TCCB processing for this
particular registration.

Index
Table
abcdc

Central Cache
Header

Index

<==>

Server
TCCB
CACHE

Cache
Data
Position
startlinc
To

abede
abode

From

abode

Call-ID

abode

Cseq
Via

abode
abode

Contact
Expires
Content-Length

abode
abode
abode

Cache Data Elements
0

sip;444.333.222.111
"Alien Blaster" <sip:B36(SHA1 (user l_pub lid
(^homel.net; time=36123E5B;
seq=72))(a)docalhost>
"Alien Blaster" <sip:B36(SHAl(userl_publicl
@homel.net; time=36123E5B;
seq=72))@localhost>
-3693193161352840821@
157.190.66.137
1 REGISTER
S1P/2.0/UDP
[5555::aaa:bbb:ccc:ddd]
sip;[5555;:aaa:bbb:ccc:dddl
3600
0

Figure 3.12 Server TCCB Cache following First Message Processing after Power Up

Note the TCCB cache above is identical to that of the UAC shown in Figure 3.12.
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In this particular example, after populating the cache the reconstructed method
shown below is forwarded up the stack to the server SIP application.

REGISTER sip:444.333.222.111 SIP/2.0
To; "Alien Blaster" <sip:B36(SHA1(userl_publicl@homel.net;
time=36123E5B; seq=72))@localhost>
From: "Alien Blaster" <sip:B36(SHA1(userl_publicl@homel.net;
time=36123E5B; seq=72))@localhost>
Call-ID: -36931931613528408210157.190.66.137
Cseq: 1 REGISTER
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP [5555::aaa:bbb:ccc:ddd]
Contact: sip: [5555::aaa:bbb:ccc:ddd]
Expires: 3600
Content-Length: 0__________________________________________
Msg. 3.6 Decompressed first REGISTER Request

The reconstituted message is identical to the original message.
Step 1.4 200 OKS-> ST
The server must now acknowledge to the client that it has successfully received the
REGISTER request and so it initiates a “200 OK” response indicating a successful
request. The 200 OK response is shown below.

SIP/2.0 200 OK
To: "Alien Blaster" <sip:B36(SHA1(userl_publicl@homel.net;
time=36123E5B; seq=72))@localhost>
From: "Alien Blaster" <sip:B36(SHA-1
(userl_publicl@homel.net; time=36123E5B,
seq=72))@localhost>

Cseq: 1 REGISTER
Call-ID: -36931931613528408210157.190.66.137
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP [5555::aaa:bbb:ccc:ddd]
Content-Length: 0
Msg. 3.7 200 OK Response

Step 1.5 200 OK ST^ CT
To begin, TCCB in the Server extracts from the message the From, To and Via data
necessary to establish the message’s index.
those in the REGISTER request.
ahcde.

These message details are identical to

Hence the index generated will be the same i.e.

Upon examining the server’s index table it becomes evident that the
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message’s index is present and thus there are associated pre-loaded data in the
Central Cache, which may be used for compression. Because the message’s index is
pre-loaded in the index table, it is now possible to omit from the message the From,
To and Via details used to generate the index. This is possible on the understanding
that such details are present in the receiving entity’s Central Cache and can be
reconstructed there without difficulty. So the message becomes,
SIP/2.0 200 OK
To:
From: abode
Cseq: 1 REGISTER
Call-ID: -36931931613528408210157.190.66.137
Via:
Cont ent-Length: 0

Msg. 3.8 Message with Index

Note that the message’s index is inserted into the From line of the message.
Next, each message line is processed individually using the TCCB cache of the
server shown in Figure 3.13.

Index
Table
abode

Central Cache

<==o

SERVER
TCCB
CACHE

Header

Index
Cache
Data
Position

slartlinc
To

abode
abode

From

abode

Call-ID

abode

Cscq
Via

abode
abode

Contact
Expires
Content-Length

abode
abode
abode

Cache Data Elements
0

sip:444.333.222.111
"Alien Blaster" <sip;B36(SHAl(userl_publicl
@homel .nct; time=36123E5B;
seq=72))(te,localhost>
"Alien Blaster" <sip:B36(SHAl(uscrl_publicl
@homel .net; time=36123E5B;
seq=72))(^,localhost>
-3693193161352840821@
157.190.66.137
1 REGISTER
S1P/2.0/UDP
[5555::aaa;bbb;ccc:ddd]
sip:f5555::aaa:bbb;ccc:dddl
3600
0

Figure 3.13 Server TCCB Cache used in Compression of 200 OK response
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Each message line is parsed into header plus data and a check is made into each
Header Cache table and under the appropriate index to see if there is a cache data
element matching the message data.

In this case the three remaining SIP headers

Cseq, Call-ID and Content-Length all have matching data in cache data position zero
of their respective Header Cache tables. And so, the message becomes,
SIP/2.0 200 OK
To:
From: abcde
Cseq:
Call-ID:
Via:
Content-Length:
Msg. 3.9 200 OK with Data Compression

The message contains no new information and so it is not necessary to activate any
cache update procedure. The next step is to invoke the pre-loaded dictionaries. The
start-line dictionary replaces the first line of the message with its

1-byte

representation. The static SIP header dictionary performs the same task on each of
the SIP headers.

As all message content has been compressed at this stage, the

default content dictionary has no input to the compression of this message.
Following pre-loaded dictionary compression the resulting message is.

00010011
01111000
01011011
01010110
01001110
01111011
01010100

abcde

Msg. 3.10 200 OK with Dictionary Compression

Where applicable, partial compression is normally brought into play at this point but
again all message content has already been compressed, so it is ineffective. Finally,
the message is examined to decide if SIP header grouping is possible.

Recall the

condition for header grouping, consecutive multiple message lines with lone headers,
their content having been compressed.

The message above clearly exhibits this

feature and the resultant and final compressed message is.
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00010011
01111000:
01011011: abcde
01010110: 01001110: 01111011: 01010100:
Msg. 3.11 Compressed 200 OK Response

Step 1.6 200 OK CT^ C
The TCCB layer in the Client receives the compressed 200 OK. The first course of
action is to separate any grouped SIP headers into their respective individual lines.
Next the pre-loaded dictionaries are called upon to restore the byte representations of
the static SIP headers and the start-line to their textual form. In this case it is not
necessai7 to employ the default content dictionary or partial decompression. The
From line is now examined and is found to contain the message’s index. The index
is firstly used to decompress the From, To and Via lines from their respective Header
Cache tables.

Next it is used to reconstruct the final message by extracting all

compressed message content from the relevant Header Cache tables. The restored
message is identical to the original message as detailed below.

SIP/2.0 200 OK
To: "Alien Blaster" <sip:B36(SHA1(userl_publicl@homel.net;
time=36123E5B; seq=72))@localhost>
From: "Alien Blaster" <sip:B36(SHA-l
(userl_publicl@homel.net; time=36123E5B,
seq=72))®localhost>
Cseq: 1 REGISTER
Call-ID: -3693193161352840821@157.190.66.137
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP [5555::aaa:bbb:ccc:ddd]
Content-Length: 0
Msg. 3.12 Decompressed 200 OK Response at Client

After processing, the reconstructed message is forwarded up the stack to the client
(UAC). Note that the CTC remains as per Step 1.2 as no new message content was
encountered between the first and second messages.
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Example 2: Session Origination -Alien Blaster decides to make a call
Step 2.1 INVITE

CT

An INVITE is sent from the UAC to the TCCB adaptation layer in the client. The
following is the content of the INVITE request, with SDP information.

INVITE sip;+l-212-555-2222@homel.net;user=phone SIP/2.0
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP [5555::aaa:bbb:ccc:ddd]
Supported: lOOrel
Remote-Party-ID: "John Doe" <tel:+l-212-555-llll>;privacy=off
From: "Alien Blaster" <sip:B36(SHA-1
{userl_publicl@homel.net;
time=36123E5B; seq=72))@localhost>
To: sip:B36(SHA-l{+l-212-5552222;time=36123E5B;seq=73))©localhost
Call-ID: cb03aOs09a2sdfglkj4 90333
Cseq: 127 INVITE
Contact: sip:[5555::aaa:bbb:ccc:ddd]
Content-Type: application/sdp
Content-Length: 229
v=0
o=- 0 0 IN IP6 5555:;aaa;bbb:ccc:ddd
s=c=IN IP6 5555;;aaa:bbb:ccc:ddd
t=0 0
m=audio 3456 RTP/AVP 97 96 0 15
b=AS:25.4
a=rtpmap:97 AMR
a=fmtp:97 mode-set=0,2,5,7; maxframes=2
a=rtpmap:96 G726-32/8000
a=qos:mandatory sendrecv
Msg. 3.13 INVITE Request

Step 2.2 INVITE CT^ ST
TCCB extracts the necessary data from the message and establishes the message
index, ertyu.

The client already has the following TCCB cache as a result of the

Registration call flow.
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Index
Table
abode

Central Cache
Header

Index

<==^

UA TCCB
CACHE

Cache
Data
Position
starllinc
To

abode
abode

From

abode

Call-ID

abode

Cscq
Via

abode
abode

Contact
Expires
Content-Length

abode
abode
abode

Cache Data Elements
0

sip:444.333.222.111
"Alien Blaster" <sip:B36(SHAl(userl_publicl
@homel.net; time=36123E5B;
seq=72))(a^localhost>
"Alien Blaster" <sip:B36(SHAl(userl_publicl
@homel .net; time=36123E5B;
seq=72))@loealhost>
-3693193161352840821@
157.190.66.137
1 REGISTER
SIP/2.0/UDP
[5555::aaa:bbb;ccc:dddl
sip:r5555;:aaa:bbb;ccc;dddl
3600
0

Figure 3.14 Client TCCB Cache Before INVITE Processing

Examination of the client’s Index table reveals that it does not bear any entry
corresponding to the message’s index. Hence the Index table is updated to include a
record of this new index, ertyu. As a result, no pre-loaded content corresponding to
this message’s index can exist within the Central Cache’s Header Cache tables. The
client’s TCCB Central Cache is updated to include the new message content in
association with the message index as illustrated in Figure 3.15.
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Once cache update is complete, compression via the pre-loaded dictionaries is
exercised.

The start-line and static SIP header dictionaries replace the relevant

message elements with their 1 -byte representations and the message becomes,
00000001 sip:+1-212-555-2222@homel.net;user=phone
[5555::aaa:bbb:ccc:ddd]
01111011
01110110 lOOrel
"John Doe" <tel:+l-212-555-llll>;privacy=off
01111111
"Alien Blaster" <sip:B36{SHA-1
01011011
(userl publicl@homel.net;
time=36123E5B; seq=72))®localhost>
01111000 sip:B36{SHA-1(+1-212-5552222;time=36123E5B;seq=73))©localhost
01001110 cb03a0s0 9a2sdfglkj 4 90333
01010110 127 INVITE
01010000 sip: [5555::aaa:bbb:ccc:ddd]
01010101 application/sdp
01010100 229
v=0
o=- 0 0 IN IP6 5555::aaa:bbb:ccc;ddd
c=IN IPG 5555::aaa:bbb:CCC:ddd
t=0 0
m=audio 3456 RTP/AVP 97 96 0 15
b=AS:25.4
a=rtpmap 97 AMR
a=fmtp:97 mode-set=0,2,5,7; maxframes=2
a=rtpmap 96 G726-32/8000
a=qos:mandatory sendrecv

Msg. 3.14 INVITE with Static SIP Header and Start-line Dictionary Compression

The default content dictionary detects the presence of default content in various
message lines both SIP and SDP. This content is compressed and a

inserted in

their place. Msg. 3.15 illustrates the message alteration due to usage of the default
content dictionary.
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00000001 sip:+1-212-555-2222@homel.net;user=phone
01111011
01110110
01111111
01011011

01111000
01001110
01010110
01010000
01010101
01010100

[5555::aaa:bbb:ccc:ddd]
A

"John Doe" <tel:+l-212-555-llll>;privacY=off
"Alien Blaster" <sip:B36(SHA-1
(userl publicl@homel.net;
time=36123E5B; seq=72))@localhost>
sip:B36(SHA-1(+1-212-5552222;time=36123E5B;seq=73))©localhost
Cb03a0s0 9a2sdfglkj 4 9 0333
127 INVITE
sip:[5555::aaa:bbb:CCC:ddd]
A

229

v=0
o=- 0 0 IN IP6 5555::aaa:bbb:ccc:ddd
&—
C=IN IP6 5555::aaa:bbb:CCC:ddd
t=^
m=^ 3456 RTP/AVP 97 96 0 15
b=AS:25.4
a=^097 AMR
a = '^197 mode-set = 0,2,5,7 ; maxframes=2
a=^096 G726-32/8000
a = ^2
Msg. 3.15 INVITE with Default Content Dictionary Compression

Partial Compression alters the Cseq line from
01010110: 127 INVITE

to
01010110: 127 00000001

SIP header grouping cannot be implemented, as consecutive groups of lone headers
with compressed content do not exist in this message.

Thus the final compressed

INVITE request is,
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00000001 sip:+l-212-555-2222@homel.net;user=phone
[5555::aaa:bbb:ccc:ddd]
01111011
A
01110110
"John Doe" <tel:+l-212-555-llll>;privacy=off
01111111
"Alien Blaster" <sip:B36(SHA-1
01011011
(userl publicl@homel.net;
time=36123E5B; seq=72))@localhost>
01111000 sip:B36(SHA-1(+1-212-5552222;time=36123E5B;seq=73))©localhost
01001110 Cb03a0s09a2sdfglkj 4 9 0333
01010110 127 00000001
01010000 sip: [5555::aaa:bbb:ccc:ddd]
A
01010101
01010100 229
v=0
o=- 0 0 IN IP6 5555::aaa:bbb:ccc:ddd
S—
C=IN IP6 5555::aaa:bbb:CCC:ddd
t="
m=^ 3456 RTP/AVP 97 96 0 15
b=AS:25.4
a=^097 AMR
a=^197 mode-set=0,2,5,7; maxframes=2
a=^096 G726-32/8000
a = ^2
Msg. 3.16 Compressed INVITE Request

Step 2.3 INVITE ST-^ S
The TCCB layer of the receiving end-point (the server in this instance) determines
that the message index must be generated based on the appropriate message details.
It enters the new index into its TCCB Index table.

No SIP header separation is

necessai7,

decompress

so

the

dictionaries

are

activated to

representations to their textual form. The decompressor locates any

the numerical
and utilises

the default content dictionary to decompress the message content to its initial
structure. Next, partial decompression restores the Cseq line content to its state prior
to compression and as no pre-loaded content existed at the compressor, neither will it
exist at the decompressor.

Meaning, the server’s TCCB Central Cache is now

updated with all the new message content and the final TCCB cache becomes
identical to the UAC TCCB cache illustrated in Figure 3.15. Once all processing is
complete, the rebuilt INVITE request in Msg. 3.17 is forwarded to the server SIP
application layer.
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INVITE sip:+l-212-555-2222@homel.net;user=phone SIP/2.0
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP [5555::aaa:bbb:ccc:ddd]
Supported: 10Orel
Remote-Party-ID: "John Doe" <tel:+l-212-555-llll>;privacy=off
From: "Alien Blaster" <sip:B36(SHA-1
(userl_publicl@homel.net;
time=36123E5B; seq=72))@localhost>
To: sip:B36(SHA-1(+1-212-5552222;time=36123E5B;seq=73))©localhost
Call-ID: Cb03a0s09a2sdfglkj490333
Cseq: 127 INVITE
Contact: sip:[5555::aaa:bbb:ccc:ddd]
Content-Type: application/sdp
Content-Length: 229
v=0
o=- 0 0 IN IPG 5555::aaa:bbb:ccc:ddd
s=c=IN IPG 5555::aaa:bbb:ccc:ddd
t=0 0
m=audio 345G RTP/AVP 97 9G 0 15
b=AS:25.4
a=rtpmap:97 AMR
a=fmtp:97 mode-set=0,2,5,7; maxframes=2
a=rtpmap:9G G72G-32/8000
a=qos:mandatory sendrecv
Msg. 3.17 Decompressed INVITE Request at Server

Step 2.4 100 Trying

ST

The server now initiates a SIP 100 Trying provisional response, informing the UAC,
which initiated the INVITE request, that progress is being made.
SIP/2.0 100 TRYING
To: sip:B3G(SHA-1(+1-212-5552222;time=3G123E5B;seq=73))©localhost
From: "Alien Blaster" <sip:B3G(SHA-1
(userl_publicl@homel.net;
time=3G123E5B; seq=72))@localhost>
Cseq: 127 INVITE
Call-ID: Cb03a0s09a2sdfglkj490333
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP [5555::aaa:bbb:ccc:ddd]
Content-Length: 0
Msg. 3.18 100 Trying Provisional Response

Step 2.5 100 Trying ST^ CT
The message’s index is generated and found to be in the server’s Index table. Thus,
the From, To and Via lines can be compressed and the message index inserted into
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the From line. All other message lines except the Content-Length message line have
a matching data element in cache data position zero of their respective Header Cache
tables and so following pre-loaded dictionary assisted compression and SIP header
grouping the final compressed message becomes,
00001111
01111000:

01011011:

01010110: 01001110: 01111011:

01010100: 0
Msg. 3.19 Compressed 100 Trying Response

The cache data element listed in the Content-Length Cache table under this
message’s index does not match the message content and so the Content-Length
Cache table must be updated with the new data linked to the correct index, in this
case ertyu.

The Content-Length cache table in Figure 3.16 is extracted from the

server’s TCCB Central Cache

Note how the new data, “0”, is inserted into cache

data position zero.
Header

Index

Content-Length

ertyu

Cache Data Positions

Cache Data Elements
0
1
229
0

Figure 3.16 Content-Length Cache Table extracted from Central Cache

Step 2.6 100 Trying CT->C
The UAC’s TCCB layer receives the compressed response and decompresses the
message in the

following

order:

SIP header separation,

decompression, and partial data decompression.

dictionary-assisted

The From line of the message is

then examined and found to contain the message’s index.

The remainder of the

message is decompressed using the index to access the correct data from the various
Header Cache tables associated in the cache. As performed on the compressor side,
upon detecting new data in the Content-Length message line, the Content-Length
Cache table is updated with the new message details. Once the entire message has
been processed, the rebuilt message is identical to the original message. The TCCB
cache in the UAC is also identical to that of the communicating server with the only
alteration being to the Content-Length Cache table as illustrated in Figure 3.16.
Msg. 3.20 shows the final reconstructed message.
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SIP/2.0 100 TRYING
To: sip:B36(SHA-l(+1-212-5552222;time=36123E5B;seq=73))©localhost
From: "Alien Blaster" <sip:B36(SHA-l
(userl_publicl@homel.net;
time=36123E5B; seq=72))@localhost>
Cseq: 127 INVITE
Call-ID: cb03a0s09a2sdfglkj4 90333
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP [5555::aaa:bbb:ccc:ddd]
Content-Length: 0

Msg. 3.20 Decompressed 100 Trying at the Client
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Chapter 4
TCCB Implementation and Evaluation
The current specification and implementation of the Text Based compression using
Cache and Blank approach (TCCB) [12,13J compression algorithm was an
evolutionary process.

However some major features were identified at the outset.

These features included;
•

A TCCB “shim” layer should be added between the text-based
application protocol layer and the lower transport layers (UDP, TCP)
of the SIP stack within an entity wishing to communicate using
compression.

In this way the TCCB does not need to alter the

structure of already existing SIP stacks, in a transparent fashion, it
simply intercepts the messages

between

the two

layers

and

compresses or decompresses as appropriate.
•

The TCCB “shim” layer should contain both compressor and
decompressor functionality.

•

Each communicating entity should maintain a cache to store message
details. This cache should be accessible by both the compressor and
decompressor within a given TCCB shim layer.

4.1 Implementation Tools
The TCCB compression algorithm presented in this work was implemented on a
simulated platform developed using the programming language Perl [41].

The
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decision to use Perl to implement TCCB was based on a number of reasons. Perl is
a language for easily manipulating text, files and processes.

As the input to the

TCCB layer is a text based SIP message, Perl is a good choice for implementing
TCCB’s operation on various SIP messages. Lossless compression schemes, such as
TCCB rely heavily on pattern matching and as such Perl is a suitable implementation
for the problem investigated here.

4.2 Implementation Architecture
The implementation of the TCCB architecture is described in detail in Chapter 3.
Figure 4.1 below highlights this architecture again.

Figure 4.1 TCCB Implementation Architecture

4.2.1 Parser
TCCB is designed to be extendable in that the concept of caching and blanking
information may be applied to a range of text-based protocols. However, the Parser,
which essentially receives the message, either compressed or uncompressed must be
aware of the protocol it is supporting.

In the work presented here, the parser

implemented is designed to deal with SIP messages. It operates in two modes,
1. General mode - This follows the general rule of simply dividing a
message line into a SIP header and a data element.
2. Index establish mode - This mode is necessary to deal with the To,
From and Via message lines upon which a message index is based.
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These lines may have tags/tokens associated with their message
content.

The information required to determine the index is based

only on certain elements of these message lines’ data elements. This
parser mode enables extraction of the relevant information for
indexing.

4.2.2 Static Dictionaries
As previously discussed, the Static Dictionaries body encompasses three dictionaries.
•

Start-line Dictionary

•

SIP header Dictionary

•

Default Content Dictionary

Start-line Dictionary
The Start-line Dictionary is implemented as what is known in Perl as a Hash or an

associative array identified as follows %<name of hash>. An array is defined as an
ordered list of scalar variables stored in a particular location, which can be accessed
by a combination of the name of the list along with the index number of the element
to be accessed. The index numbers start at 0. An associative airay is also a list of
scalars, but instead of being accessed by an index number, they are accessed by a
key.

For TCCB these keys are the byte-wise representations, which are used to

represent and thus compress the start-line in a message. In turn, the decompressor
uses the byte-wise key to “look up” the associated scalar element to reconstitute the
full and original start-line. Table 4.1 below further illustrates this point.
Table 4.1 Start-line Dictionary as an Associative Array

% Start-line Dictionary
Key
00000001
00000100
00000101
00001110
00010011
01001011

Value
INVITE
BYE
CANCEL
SlP/2.0 100 Trying
SIP/2.0 200 OK
SIP/2.0 Temporarily Unavailable
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SIP Header Dictionary
The SIP Header Dictionary is also implemented as a hash or associative aiTay. Table
4.2 illustrates an extract from this dictionary.
Table 4.2 SIP Header Dictionary as an Associative Array

%SIP Header Dictionary
Value
Key
01111000
To
01011011
From
Call-ID
01001100
01111011
Via
01010110
Cseq
01010000
Contact

Default Content Dictionary
As related earlier, the Default Content Dictionary lists content, which occurs
commonly and frequently in SIP messages and which may be compressed even
within the first message transmitted. The Default Content Dictionary is implemented
in Perl as a hash of arrays.

Within the Default Content Dictionary, the key to

accessing the information in the dictionary is the SIP header of a message line
undergoing compression or decompression.

However, there may be a number of

default content associated with a single SIP header, therefore it was necessary to link
a single key to multiple default content entries.

A hash of arrays has the

functionality to perfoiTn this task easily and efficiently. Table 4.3 is an extract from
the Default Content Dictionary.
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Table 4.3 Default Content Dictionary as an Associative Array

Key
Supported
Expires
ContentType
m
t
a

Default Content Dictionary
Value(s)
100 rel
3600
application
/sdp
audio
00

application
/text

rtpmap:

fmtp;

qos: mandatory
sendrecv

qos: success

4.2.3 Cache
The TCCB cache is implemented in Perl as a hash of hashes - a main primary hash
where the keys are SIP or SDP headers and the values are message indices and
numerous secondary hashes where the keys are the message indices and the values
are the message details. This enables the multiple levels of access into the Central

Cache of TCCB where message details are stored.

As described earlier, the first

point of access into the Central Cache is the header of the message-line being
compressed or decompressed. In Perl this is represented as a key within the primary
hash. Each of these “header keys” lead to the next access point in the Central Cache,
which is the Index of the message being processed. This Index is again seen as a
key, which is linked to the all message details with which the index is associated.
Table 4.4 presents an illustration of the TCCB Central Cache as it is implemented in

Perl.
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Table 4.4 TCCB Central Cache Hash of Hashes
Implementation

Keys of the
Primary Hash
{Header)

Cseq
To
From
Via

Values of Primary
Hash.
Keys of secondary
hashes
(Message Index)
Efl3x
abcde
Efl3x
abcde
Efl3x
abcde
Efl3x
abcde

Call-ID
Contact

Efl3x
abcde
Efl3x

l^mary I lash

Values of Secondary Hashes

1 REGISTER
3 REGISTER
val@cit.ie
ken@twit.com
Tom@wit.ie
ken@twit.com
SIP/2.0/UDP
[5555:;aaa:bbb:ccc:dddl
SIP/2.0/UDP
123.78.23.43
cb03a0s09a2sdfglkj2
Ghjerty 19876
sip; vkenneally@cit.ie

2 INVITE

Secondary Hash

4.3 TCCB Evaluation and Results
The TCCB compression algorithm designed, implemented and tested during the
course of the work reported here was developed using a step-wise approach. This
section presents an evaluation of the TCCB algorithm and highlights the motivation
behind many of TCCB’s fundamental features. This section also presents results by
conveying the rates, which can be achieved using TCCB for a variety of SIP
signalling flows.

4.3.1 TCCB - The Beginning
Compression efficiency attained by the initial version of TCCB was based solely on
removing or blanking redundant information from a message.

Redundant

information is header content, which the sending node “knows” is already stored in
the cache of the receiving node, e g. where such header content has been encountered
in a message sent previously.

This version achieved on average between 15-20%

compression on the first call flow after power up, namely a Registration session flow.
Subsequent session flows, achieved on average between 30-35% compression. The
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main disadvantage of the first version of TCCB was in compressing the first message
after power up. Since no pre-cached details were available in the cache, the initial
message transmitted experienced 0% compression. A solution to this situation was
to introduce the concept of static dictionaries, a feature found in many lossless
compression techniques e g. Lempel-Ziv based schemes.

Table 4.5 shows the

compression attained using the first version of TCCB, for a new Registration by User
Agent Client A, followed by a successful session establishment between two User
Agent Clients A and B.
Table 4.5 Compression achieved with First TCCB version
A Registers with IVoj^ A
1

Gallii^ Parties
QiUNa

MESSAGE
2(X)OKa^K)
iNvrni
UXilWINO
180 l^iINCi
2(X)()Kanvitc)
AtX
BYI'
2(X)()K(l^^c)
C()lwm Totals

A establishes a Session with B
2

%
Ganpression
0)iif)ressed per IVfcss^ Unconpressed
Unc(Nipressed
307
307
0%
230
128
44“/c

537

526
267
268
451
282
327
260
2381

435

% Conpression / Session

Gmpressed

%
Girapressian
perMess^

445
168
308
193
216
163
1662

19%

15%
37%
37%
32%
32%
34%
37%

30%

4.3.2 Effects of SIP Header Dictionary on TCCB Compression
The static dictionary included in the TCCB implementation at this point was the SIP

Header Dictionary described in detail in Section 3.7.2. Inclusion of this dictionary
resulted in TCCB compression of the first message jumping from 0% to 10% plus,
depending on the number of SIP headers included in the message. For the messages
in Table 4.5, compression of the REGISTER message rose to 16% whilst the overall
compression for the entire message increased by 18%. Table 4.6 further illustrates
these results for the Registration call flow.
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Table 4.6 TCCB Compression Results without/with SIP Header Dictionary
Calling Parties
Call No.

MESSAGE
Uncompressed
REGISTER
307
230
200 OK (Reg)
537
Column Totals
% Compression / Registration

A Registers with Proxy A
1
TCCB
TCCB
compression
compression
with SIP
%
without SIP
%
Compression
Header
Header
Compression
Dictionary
Dictionary
per Message
per Message
258
16%
0%
307
82
63%
128
44%
340
435
37%
19%

Vo Compression Improvement = D1%
When User Agent A now initiates an INVITE in order to establish a session with
User Agent B the compression for the session detailed in Table 4.5 is increased by
17%, shown in Table 4.7.

On average, the TCCB compression rate per session

improves by at least 15% and greater, once again depending upon the content of a
given session’s messages.
Table 4,7 TCCB (with Static Dictionary) Compression Results for Session Establishment
Calling Parties
Call No.

A Registered (Table 4.6) and now establishes a session with B
2
TTCB
TCCB
compression
compression
with SIP
without SIP
%
%
Header
Header
Compression
Compression
Dictionary
MESSAGE
per Message Dictionary
per Message
Uncompressed
INVITE
526
445
15%
363
31%
100 TRYING
267
169
37%
123
54%
180 RINGING
268
168
37%
122
54%
200 OK (Invite)
451
308
230
32%
49%
ACK
282
193
32%
150
47%
BYE
327
216
34%
155
53%
200 OK (Bye)
260
163
37%
117
55%
Column Totals
2381
1662
1260
% Compression / Session
30%
47%

% Compression Improvement = 17%

4.3.3 Start-line Dictionary, Index Compression and other Features
The improved TCCB compression results attained following the inclusion of the SIP

Header Dictionary led to the development of a second dictionary titled the Start-line
Dictionary. This dictionary’s characteristics and operation are described in detail in
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Section 3.7.1.

The implementation of this dictionary also proved fruitful in

achieving better TCCB compression performance.
At this point of TCCB development and implementation, the concept of partial data
compression, detailed in Section 3.10 was also introduced. This version of TCCB
also introduced the notion of index compression.

In the early days of TCCB

development, the indexing scheme used to control access to the Central Cache was
based only on the From and To message lines of a SIP message.
indices were established per message.

Therefore, two

The From line details provided the primary

index, whilst the To line details, which depends on the recipient of the message was
the secondary index. The concept of a Central Cache was employed but using these
primary and secondary' indices, users of different sessions, where the initiator was the
same, were permitted to access the cached message details of other sessions for
compression and decompression purposes. This system meant once the first message
had been exchanged between different users, index compression could be performed.
Total compression of the From line details was permitted whilst the To line if
previously encountered was capable of being compressed to a cache index position.
Table 4.8 and Table 4.9 present the increased TCCB compression rates achieved
with these added enhancements for a given Registration, followed by a successful
session establishment respectively. Again, the total rate of increased compression is
dependent upon a message’s content.

Table 4.8 TCCB Compression Results inch Start-line Dictionary and Indexing Compression
Calling Parties
Call No.

MESSAGE

A Registers with Proxy A
1

TCCB
%
minus new Compression
Uncompressed features per Message
400
327

360
205

727
Column Totals
% Compression / Registration

565

REGISTER
200 OK (Reg)

TCCB
plus new
features

10%
37%

326
10

%
Compression
per Message
19%
97%

336
22%

54%

% Compression Improvement = 32%

Table 4.9 shows session establishment compression results with the additional
enhancements presented above.
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Table 4.9 TCCB Compression Results for a Session Establishment
User A Establishes a Session with User B
2

Calling Parties
Call No.

TCCB minus
MESSAGE
Uncompressed new features
582
724
INVITE
183
292
100 TRYING
499
835
SESSION PROGRESS
334
558
PRACK 183
179
287
PRACK 200
534
263
COMET
212
349
RINGING
231
PRACK 180
358
298
200 OK
545
207
302
ACK
2988
Column Totals
4784
% Compression / Session

TCCB
%
%
Compression plus new Compression
per Message
per Message features
35%
20%
473
96%
13
37%
319
62%
40%
75%
141
40%
95%
38%
13
94
82%
51%
90%
36
39%
83%
62
35%
77%
127
45%
86%
42
31%
1320
72%
38%

% Compression Improvement = 34%

4.3.4 Last Steps to the Current TCCB Specification
The next stages of TCCB development incun'ed some major changes. To begin, the
entire indexing scheme was altered to that described in Section 3.8.

The original

scheme based on the From and To message lines was much too simplistic for a realworld application.

It made the crude assumption that every User Agent Client

(UAC) has it’s own proxy, which of course is not true as multiple UACs may
communicate with the same proxy.

The indexing scheme was also too simplistic

from the point of view of “intelligent compression”. Basing the index on the From
and To lines alone was not sufficient to determine whether the receiving entity had
the required cache details for decompression purposes. This led to the idea of using
the Via line details plus the From and To details in creating a message index. The To
and From lines tie the communicating parties together and the inclusion of the Via
line enables the compressor to identify if the entity to which the message is being
transmitted, has the correct Central Cache details.
In compressing or decompressing a message, the index details must be included
within, in order to either access information from a Central Cache or else generate
the actual message index.

In applying TCCB to SIP message compression, these

details, located in the To, From and Via lines can be quite significant in size. If these
details are to be included in every transmitted message, their presence will have quite
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an adverse effect on the compression rates that can be achieved using TCCB.
Creating an SHA-1 message digest based on the relevant message details, by
representing them in a more compact form, alleviates this problem. This procedure
is described in detail in Section 3.8.1.1.
Alteration of the details involved in indexing led to the entire structure of the cache
being altered to now ensure only the parties involved in a given session can access
their information in the Central Cache during compression and decompression. This
prevents data corruption by users external to a session and obliterates the problem of
cache synchronisation between end-points, which was found to occur when access to
details across multiple sessions was pemiitted.
Finally, pre^dous versions of TCCB implementations had the functionality to rem.ove
the mandatory SIP headers (To, From, Via, Cseq, Call-ID), where the content
element of these lines had been completely blanked.

These previous versions of

TCCB also performed removal of the mandatory SDP headers with blanked content.
TCCB’s header grouping feature was also employed more extensively in that all SIP
headers (non-mandatory) with blanked content could be grouped onto a single line
without the condition of them being consecutive within the message. Some grouping
was also performed in the SDP part of the message.

Table 4.10 illustrates the

compression results attained with these features and prior to alteration of the
indexing scheme and cache structure.
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Table 4.10 Compression Results with TCCB version prior to Current TCCB Implementation
OUingl^es

Aftgsters vrilh

Uvnifivssal
2000K(1^
INVITE
100 TRYING
183 SESSION FROCJESS
H^AK183
FR(K200
GONET
180raNC3NG

2

1

GUNa

RB3SIEF

A^B

A

414
341

%
TCCB
%
Coqvesssed Cbaivesaai
Gmiresadi
pfrlVfes^
Reiits
po-IVIssa^ Uraqrased

TCCB
Gniressed
Resiits

20“/
W/i

332
92

2000K

ACK
Cditw Tdds

50C

m

364
201

57/

91

®“/<

517
362
371
558
315

129
117
118
183
103

l^A

4914

m

571
30C

imxiso
755

424\

“/oGbnpcssiai/ Scsaai

1

4r/

32“/<

737
306

91
6S“/

68"/
68P/

SPA
SPA
61"/

The compression rates achieved with this version of TCCB suffers somewhat due to
the necessity of always have to include the From content of a message for indexing
purposes even when this content has been encountered in a previous message. The
maximum rate of compression on a per message basis is seen to decrease from the
90% range (shown in Table 4.9), to the 70% range. Table 4.11 shows the TCCB
compression results obtained with the current implementation of TCCB for the same
session flow messages as used in the generation of Table 4.10. An overall increase
of approximately 10% is achieved accompanied with increases in TCCB code, cache
access, structure and utilisation efficiency.
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Table 4.11 TCCB Compression Results with Current TCCB Implementation
A->B

A Refers with Pimy A

Calling Parties

2

1

CaUNa

TCCB

%

Conpressed
MESSAGE

Unconpressed

Conpression
perMess^ Unconpressed

Results

REQSTER

414

339

18%

200OK(Rcg)

341

24

93%

TOCB

%)

Conpresssed

Conpression

Results

perMess^

INVITE

737

577

22%

100 TRYING

305

26

91%

183 SESSION PR0(3^

848

315

63%

PRACK183

571

124

78%

200OK(PRACK)

300

25

92%

OOMET

547

81

85%

180 RINGING

362

40

89%

PRACK 180

371

45

88%

200 OK

558

121

ACK

315

31

78%
90%

4914

1385

(blwpi Totals
% Cbiiipressiai / SessicHi
%ConyjiissHM)

755

: r> ement w.r.t Table 410

363
52%

72%

8%

11%

As Table 4.11 illustrates, the usage of the SHA-1 message digest for indexing
puiposes results in significant increases in the percentage compression achieved on a
per message basis. The INVITE message suffers slightly in Table 4.11, this is due to
the fact that the To details of the message will differ from those of the REGISTER.
As a result the message index generated will be new so no previous cache details can
be used for compression purposes.

The effect of this decrease is compensated

somewhat by the 5-byte index which is included in all subsequent messages as
opposed to the full From details having to be included every-time.

4.3.5 Results with Current TCCB Implementation
This section details the compression rates achieved for various session flows using
the TCCB compression algorithm designed, developed and implemented during the
course of this study.

4.3.5.1 New Registration
In this call-flow, User Agent Client (UAC) registers with a User Agent Server/Proxy.
The Proxy responds with a 200 OK response indicating the registration has been
successful. After some time, the User Agent wishes to update the list of addresses
where the SIP Server can redirect or forward fNVITE requests. Therefore, the UAC
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sends a SIP REGISTER request to the SIP server. The REGISTER request includes
an updated contact list. The server receives the request, updates the user’s contact
list and returns a 200 OK response to the UAC. The call flow is depicted in Figure
4.2.

Figure 4.2 Registration Establishment

The associated TCCB (Current version) compression results are given in Table 4.12.
Table 4.12 TCCB Compression Results for a Registration followed later by a Contact Update
Caiii^Rarties
GaUINa

ITNCHe^erewthUAS
1

IVfess^es
RBaSTER
2000K(Eeg)
REGISTER (Contact U^xlale)
2000K(Reg)

Uiicoiipressed
349
316

665

CUunn folds

Ui^CHxlates Gbntact Details
2

TOCB
TTXB
Gbiipnessed %Qiipresi^
Gbiipressed %GnprESsi(i]
IVfess^es
perMess^ UxDiipressed
Mess^es
perlVfess^
273
TTA
44
S6PA
342
61
82®/t
357
77
19PA
317

699

138

52P/

/ Session

In the call-flow detailed above, the compression rate of the initial session is found to
be lower than average this again is due to the fact that the initial message has no pre
cached details to use for compression and there are few messages involved over
which the percentage compression can be averaged.

However, the second call

displays a significant increase of 28%, this call flow, now having pre-cached
information is able to achieve a huge compression rate of 80%.

4.3.5.2 Successful Session Establishment
This section details session establishment between two SIP User Agents (UAs): User
A and User B.

User A (LittleGuy sip;UserA@atlanta.com) and User B (BigGuy

sip:UserB@Biloxi.com) are assumed to be SIP phones or SIP-enabled devices. The
successful calls show the initial signalling, the exchange of media information in the
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form of SDP payloads, the establishment of the media session and finally termination
of the call.
In this scenario, User A directly completes a call to User B, the call flow is illustrated
in Figure 4.3.

User A

User B
INVITE (FI)
-------►
180 RINGING fF2)
200 OK fF3)
ACK (F4)

<c

w

1

rSession Established

u-

>

BYE (F5)

w

200 OK (F6)
◄---------

Figure 4.3 Direct Session Establishment

The compression results obtained using TCCB are detailed in Table 4.13.

In this

case, it is assumed that the INVITE message is the initial message transmitted
(normally a registration precedes an INVITE, this call flow is only to convey TCCB
results) and therefore experiences minimal compression due to the absence of pre
cached details.
Table 4.13 TCCB Compression Results for Session Establishment
Calling Parties
Call No.

M essage
INVITE
RINGING
200 OK (Invite)
ACK
BYE
200 OK (Bye)
Total Column
% Compression / Session

A Establishes a session with B
1

Uncompressed
544
340
508
314
314
273
2293

TCCB
Compressed
Messages
437
93
149
88
32
26
825

%
Compression
per Message
20%
73%
71%
72%
90%
90%
64%
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4.3.5.3 Session Establishment Through Two Proxies
In this scenario, User A completes a call to User B using two proxies Proxy 1 and
Proxy 2.

The initial INVITE (FI) contains a pre-loaded Route header with the

address of Proxy 1 (Proxy 1 is configured as a default outbound proxy for User A).
The request does not contain the Authorisation credentials Proxy 1 requires, so a 407
Proxy Authorisation response is sent containing the challenge information. A new
INVITE (4) is then sent containing the correct credentials and the call proceeds. The
call terminates when User A disconnects a BYE message. Proxy 1 inserts a RecordRoute header into the INVITE message to ensure that it is present in all subsequent
message exchanges. Proxy 2 also inserts itself into the Record-Route header. The
ACK (15) and BYE (18) both have a Route header.

Figure 4.4 illustrates the

message call flow for this session.

Figure 4.4 Session Establishment Through Two Proxies
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The TCCB compression results attained for this call flow are detailed in Table 4.14.
Note that the term Pass Number 1 refers to the message exchange between Client A
and Proxy 1 and Pass Number 2, to the messages transmitted between Client B and
Proxy 2.
Table 4.14 TCCB Compression Results for Session Establishment through Two Proxies
Calling Parties
Call No.

A Establishes a Session through 2 Proxies
1

Pass No.
Reference in
Fig. 4.3
Uncompressed
Message
584
1
INVITE
446
2
407 Unauthorised
313
3
ACK
785
4
INVITE
265
6
TRYING
770
7
INVITE
555
9
RINGING
415
11
RINGING
723
12
200 OK
584
14
200 OK
389
15
ACK
457
17
ACK
389
18
BYE
457
20
BYE
409
21
200 OK
268
23
200 OK
7809
Column Totals
% Compression / Session

2

1
TCCB
Compressed
Messages
473
167
32
301
25

TCCB
Compressed
Messages

630
101
156
161
166
190
95
35
41
34
34
1579

The overall compression rate for this call-flow is 66%.

% Compression
per Message
19%
63%
90%
62%
91%
18%
82%
62%
78%
72%
51%
79%
91%
91%
92%
87%

1062
66%

Again it is assumed the

initial INVITE is the first message encountered and thus experiences minimum
compression. Note, the INVITE with reference number 7, this is the first message
exchanged between Proxy 2 and Client B, thus it also experiences minimum
compression due to the absence of any pre-cached details.

The compression per

message can also be seen to be greatest in each of the responses to the request. The
reliance of TCCB on redundancy is evident here, as most of the details in a Response
will have been encountered in the Request to which it is responding.
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Chapter 5
SIP Applications
SIP is specified such that its core functionality is present in every implementation.
This provides interoperability on a global scale.

Every SIP implementation can

capitalise on the fact that any other SIP implementation will be able to understand all
the mechanisms described in the base SIP specification RFC 3261 [10]. A number of
SIP extensions have been developed to meet the particular needs of an application
with special requirements

These extensions are implemented in a modular fashion

and their use can be negotiated during session establishment, ensuring that a simple
User Agent (UA), whose sole purpose is to implement the core protocol, will always
be able to interoperate with the more advanced UAs.

This chapter describes two

examples of applications that use a combination of SIP and its extensions for service
provisioning; these include Presence and Instant Messaging and Voice over IP
(VoIP)

5.1 Presence
Presence, also known as presence information, conveys the ability and willingness of
a user to communicate across a set of devices. A presence model is a system that
accepts, stores and distributes presence information to interested parties, called
watchers. A presence protocol is a protocol for providing a presence service over the
Internet or any IP network. SIP is particularly suitable as a presence protocol. SIP
location services already contain presence information, in the form of registrations.
Furthermore, SIP networks are capable of routing requests from any user on the
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network to the server that holds the registration state for a user This means that SIP
networks can be reused to establish global connectivity for presence through two
new SIP Methods defined as SUBSCRIBE and NOTIFY [42],

5.1.1 SIP and Presence
The ability to request asynchronous notification of events proves useful in many
types of SIP services for which the cooperation between end-nodes is required.
Examples of such services include automatic call back services and buddy lists. The
SUBSCRIBE and NOTIFY methods in SIP allows it to provide this presence service
[43]. The basic concept is that entities in the network can subscribe to a resource for
notification of the occurrence or status change in an event or set of events.

The

SUBSCRIBE method is used to request current state and state updates fiom a remote
node.

SUBSCRIBE requests should contain an “Expires” header to indicate the

duration of the subscription.

In order to keep a subscription effective beyond the

duration initially communicated in the “Expires” header, subscribers need to refresh
subscriptions on a periodic basis using a new SUBSCRIBE message.

A

SUBSCRIBE with an Expires value of 0, identifies a request to unsubscribe from an
event.
When a subscriber wishes to subscribe to a particular event, it forms a SUBSCRIBE
message. This SUBSCRIBE is confirmed with a final response. 200-class responses
indicate that the response has been accepted and that a NOTIFY will be sent
immediately. A 200 response indicates that the subscription has been accepted and
that the user is permitted to subscribe to the requested event. The event to which a
user is subscribing is provided by three pieces of information within the
SUBSCRIBE method: the Request-URI, Event Type (a SIP header plus content
field) and optionally a message body. The Request-URI of a SUBSCRIBE request
contains sufficient information to route the request to the appropriate entity per the
request routing procedures outlined in the base SIP specification [10].

It also

contains enough information to identify the resource for which the event notification
is desired.

Subscribers must also include exactly one “Event” header in a

SUBSCRIBE request indicating to which event or class of events they are
subscribing. In order to subscribe to a presence service, the Event in a SUBSCRIBE
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message would be Event: presence.

Msg. 5.1 is an example of a SUBSCRIBE

message for a presence service.

SUBSCRIBE sip:vkenneallyOhotmail.com SIP/2.0
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP ep.hotmail.com
To: <sip:vkenneallyOhotmail.com>
From: <sip:bduggan@hotmail.com>;
Call-ID: 2010@ep.hotmail.com
CSeq: 17766 SUBSCRIBE
Max-Forwards: 70
Event: presence
Contact: <sip:lipingud@ep.hotmail.com>
Expires: 3600
Content-Length: 0

Msg. 5.1 SUBSCRIBE Message

In contrast, NOTIFY messages are sent to inform a SIP node of changes in event
state to which the subscriber has a subscription. A NOTIFY does not terminate its
corresponding subscription, a single SUBSCRIBE request may trigger several
NOTIFY requests. As in SUBSCRIBE requests, NOTIFY “Event” headers contain a
single event package name for which a notification is generated. The event package
name in the “Event” header of the NOTIFY must match that of the SUBSCRIBE to
which it is responding. Msg. 5.2 is an example of a SIP NOTIFY message.

NOTIFY sip:lipingud@yahoo.com SIP/2.0
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP svr.yahoo.com
From: <sip:jerryupenn@yahoo.com>
To: <sip:lipingud@yahoo.com>;
Call-ID: 20I0@ep.yahoo.com
Subscription-State: active;expires=3599
Max-Forwards: 70
CSeq: 8775 NOTIFY
Event: presence
Content-Type: application/cpim-pidf+xml
Content-Length: 252
[Message Body]

Msg. 5.2 NOTIFY Message

Subscriptions and notifications of presence are supported by the definition of a
Presence event package within the general SIP event notification framework. This
event package is based on the concept of a presence agent, which is a logical entity
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that is capable of accepting subscriptions, storing subscription states and generating
notifications when there are changes in presence.
The basic architecture of the presence service is shown in Figure 5 .1.

The presence service has two distinct sets of “clients”, which can be combined in an
implementation.

One set of clients,

called Presentities, provides presence

information to be stored and distributed.

The second set called Watchers, receive

presence information horn the service.
Fetchers and Subscribers.

There are two types of watchers called

A Fetcher requests the current presence information of

some Presently from the presence service whilst the Subscriber requests notification
of changes in some Presentity’s presence information.
The architecture used for presence consists basically of two nodes: the Presence User
Agent (PUA) and a presence server. The PUA is identical to a SIP UA capable of
utilising presence services via the SIP Methods SUBSCRIBE and NOTIFY, which
support presence services in SIP. Therefore, as is the case for a SIP UA, the PUA
REGISTERS the user’s status with a presence server. If another party is interested in
a given user’s presence information, it subscribes to the same presence server of the
user in question.

Thus, whenever the presence information of the registered user

changes, the presence server will transmit a NOTIFY message to the interested party
indicating the change.

Note that a single user may have several PUAs e g. a user

may have one in a workstation and another in a laptop. In Figure 5.2 User B has two
PUAs, one on a laptop, the other on a home computer. The two PUAs send presence
information to a presence server via REGISTER requests. User A subscribes to the
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presence server for updates on User B’s presence information.

This session flow

shows transmission of simple presence information stating simply if User B is
available or unavailable.

However, this presence information can be more detailed

stating that a User does not wish to receive calls but will accept instant messages,
does not wish to converse with certain users, etc.

Figure 5.2 Presence Subscription and Notification

5.2 Instant Messaging (IM)
Instant Messaging (IM) refers to the transfer of messages between users. The main
difference between instant messages and email is that instant messages are usually,
but not required to be, short and are delivered immediately to the user. E-mails are
usually required to be longer and they are stored in the user’s inbox until he or she
accesses it to read them. It is also common to use IMs in a conversational mode, that
is, the transfer of messages back and forth is fast enough for participants to maintain
an interactive conversation. Many applications use instant messages. For example,
several network games let players send short messages to their opponents while play
is in progress. Instant messages can also be used in combination with voice, SIP is
not restricted to audio and video. More recently, IM has been used as service along
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with presence and buddy lists.

IM is becoming a new mode in business

communication.

5.2.1 SIP and Instant Messaging
An extension to SIP called the MESSAGE method [15], allows the transfer of Instant
Messages using SIP. Since the MESSAGE request is an extension to SIP, it inherits
all the request routing and security features of the protocol. This method has been
designed to carry in its body the message that the sender wrote in the form of
Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) body parts [34], used also in email
for attachments.

The MESSAGE method for sending IMs operates in a similar

manner to that of a two-way pager or Short Message Service (SMS) enabled handset.
That is, there is no explicit association between messages

Each IM stands alone

This is in contrast to the idea of a session, where there is explicit conversation with a
clear beginning and end.
When one user wishes to send an instant message to another, the sender fonnulates
and issues a SIP request using the MESSAGE method.

The body of the request

contains the message to be delivered. The Request-URI of this request is normally
the “address-of-record” for the recipient of the instant message, but it may be a
device address in situations where the client has current information about the
recipient’s location.

For example, the client could be coupled with a presence

system described in the previous section, which supplies an up-to-date device contact
for a given address of record. Instant Messages and Presence Information are great
examples of using SIP to provide a combined service. The MESSAGE request may
traverse a set of proxies before reaching its final destination.

During traversal the

base SIP functionality permits each proxy to rewrite the request-URI based on
routing information.

Provisional and final responses to the request are returned to

the sender in the same manner as any other SIP request.

Normally, the receiving

User Agent generates a 200 OK response. This response indicates only that the User
Agent has accepted the MESSAGE request, not that the user has seen it. Msg. 5.3 is
an example of a MESSAGE request.
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MESSAGE sip:user2@domain.com SIP/2.0
Via: SIF/2.0/TCP userlpc.domain.com;branch=z9hG4bK776sgdkse
Max-Forwards: 70
From: sip:userl@domain.com;tag=49583
To: sip:user2@domain.com
Call-ID: asd88asd77a@1.2.3.4
CSeq: 1 MESSAGE
Content-Type: text/plain
Content-Length: 18
Please, call home.

Msg. 5.3 MESSAGE Method

Figure 5.3 is an example message flow showing an initial Instant Message sent from
User A to User B asking User B to call home, where both users are in the same
domain e g. hotmail.com.

The messages traverse a single proxy.

When the proxy

receives the first MESSAGE, it recognises that it is the server for the required
domain.

It “looks up” the recipient in its database established as a result of

registrations and determines where the recipient is located. It forwards the request to
User B. When User B receives the request, it returns a 200 OK response indicating
that the request has been accepted but not necessarily seen by the user.

Figure 5.3 Instant Messaging Call Flow

5.3 Instant Messaging and Presence (IM&P)
Instant Messaging has built a substantial user base and is finding its place among
other forms of communication such as telephone and email. It is near real time and
can offer degrees of efficiency and effectiveness that voice and email cannot. Instant
Messaging and buddy lists have become closely associated. The concept of “buddy
lisf ’ arose out of IM when used in combination with presence. A buddy list is a list
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of known users whose presence, or otherwise, is indicated. If a user is online and
available to receive a message, an indicator will display this information to other
users who have prescribed to that user’s presence information. The nature of this
communication is less intrusive than a phone call and consequently IM has found its
niche amongst other common forms of communication.

It is very well suited to

immediate, informal but important exchanges of information among users in a
distributed group. Integrating easily with the desktop environment, IM can be used
as part of the portfolio of personal or business communications. SIP is exceptionally
suitable to the provisioning of this service as without modification baseline SIP
meets most of the requirements for IM&P, such as scalability, security and
addressing.

5.3.1 TCCB applied to Instant Messaging and Presence
A Java version of TCCB has been developed and evaluated on a test-bed located at
Motorola’s premises in Swindon UK.

The test-bed is a full end-to-end GPRS

network providing interfaces for servers and services to be added and tested within a
real environment, as illustrated in Figure 5.4.

The test-bed has been enhanced to

include SIP capability and was developed as part of the European Union (EU) first
OPIUM project.

Figure 5.4 Motorola High Level Test Bed Architecture
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With regard to TCCB, the entity of interest in Figure 5.4 is entitled CIT SIP
Optimisation Proxy.

This SIP Compression proxy implements the TCCB

compression algorithm. The CIT TCCB Compression proxy includes SIP Presence
functionality, allowing SIP based Presence and Instant Messaging applications using
TCCB compression to be demonstrated.
TCCB SIP Compression was integrated into an existing stack compliant with Java
APIs for Intelligent Networks (JAIN™>) where APIs are Application Programming
Interfaces. The puipose of this integration is to allow applications already developed
in compliance with the JAIN™ specifications to use TCCB SIP Compression without
any modification, other than configuring the TCCB UDP transport.

TCCB UDP

transport allows messages to first be altered using the TCCB compression scheme
presented here and then for the resultant compressed messages to be transmitted
using the User Datagram Protocol (UDP).
TCCB was further evaluated using this test-bed for Instant Messaging flows and also
Presence and Instant Messaging. Figure 5.5 illustrates a real Instant Messaging call
flow evaluated using TCCB over a GPRS network.
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CIT Sip
Compression Proxy

GPRS User

--------------------------------^-----------^ ....

REGISTER
200 OK

SUBSCRIBE
■

200 OK
NOTIFY

-----------^------------

^

200 OK
MESSAGE
200 OK
MESSAGE
200 OK
BYE
200 OK
REGISTER with Expires: 0

^

200 OK
NOTIFY with Expires. 0
200 OK

Figure 5.5 Real Instant Messaging Message Sequence

The graph in Figure 5.6 illustrates the TCCB compression achieved for this real
Instant Messaging sequence.

Real Instant Messaging

Figure 5.6 TCCB Compression Results for a Real Instant Messaging Message Sequence

The graph illustrates that when TCCB is applied, the message sizes are reduced.
More significant decreases in message size are evident in responses to requests, as a
response often repeats the message content of the request to which it is responding
resulting in high redundancy. The giaph in Figure 5.6 shows that the first message
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experiences a smaller compression rate of 18% as there is no pre-cached information
to use for compression purposes.

However, the response to this first message is

compressed by 65%, an increase in compression rate of nearly 40%. The subsequent
messages transmitted follow the same pattern with increased compression rates for
responses, the maximum compression rate achieved being approximately 80%.
TCCB was also applied to a Presence and Instant Messaging Sequence using this
end-end GPRS test-bed. The message sequence flow is illustrated in Figure 5.7.
err Sip

GPRS User

GPRS User

Corrpression Proxy
UserA REGISTER

^

200 OK
^

UserB REGISTER
200 OK

SUBSCRIBE
^

200 OK
SUBSCRIBE
^
^

200 OK
NOTIE Y
481 CAI .1, TRANSACTION TOES NOT EXIST

MESSAGE
MESSAGE
^

200 OK

^

UserB REGISTER with Expires: 0

BYE
^

481 CALL TRANSACTION DOES NOT EXIST
UserA REGISTER with Expires: 0

^

200 OK

200 OK

Figure 5.7 Presence & Instant Messaging Message Sequence

The TCCB results generated using this real Presence and Instant Messaging message
sequence are given in Figure 5.8.

Again the application of TCCB results in

significant reduction in message sizes resulting in decreased response times and more
efficient use of the available bandwidth over which the session messages are
transmitted.

Figure 5.8 illustrates the compression rates achieved using TCCB for

the message sequence detailed in Figure 5.7.
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5.4 Voice Networks-Voice over IP (VoIP)
Voice over IP (VoIP) [2] technology uses the SIP protocol to allow telephones,
computers and other devices on a data network to communicate with each other.
VoIP technology or IP telephony [1] as it is also referred to, is a system for
transmitting telephone calls over data networks, such as the Internet.
SIP’s simplicity, extensibility and inbuilt provisioning of additional services such as
call transfer and call waiting makes it ideal for VoIP use.

VoIP technology is

growing in acceptance, and it seems inevitable that the cheaper, more efficient
technology will play an important role in the world’s telephony communications.

5.4.1 TCCB applied to VoIP
Once again using the GPRS test-bed, TCCB’s performance over a VoIP message
sequence was evaluated. Figure 5.9 shows the VoIP message sequence over which
TCCB was evaluated.
CIT Sip
(’oinpression Proxy

Gl'KS User

GPRS User

UscrA RI-GISTRR
200 OK
UserB REGISTER

<

200 OK
INVITE
^--------

------------ k

100 TRYING
INVITE
100 TRYING
200 OK
200 OK

BYE
481 CALL TRANSACTION DOES NOT EXIST
UserA REGISTER with Expires: 0
200 OK
UserB REGISTER with Expires: 0
200 OK

Figure 5.9 VoIP Message SequenceFigure
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Again the graph in Figure 5.10, illustrates the positive affect of TCCB with the
reduction in size of each message of the VoIP message sequence.

Greater

compression rates are again achieved once some pre-cached details have been
established and can be utilized for compression purposes.

The compression rate

achieved in the first message transmitted in this session is 16%. This compression
rate is entirely due to the static dictionaries employed in the TCCB compression
technique.

However, the response to this message utilises the pre-cached details

extensively to achieve a compression rate of 61%, a remarkable increase of over 40%
compression is gained. As was the case for the Presence and IM session discussed
previously, more significant compression rates are noted in the latter part of the
session where a sizably detailed cache has been developed and can be employed in
attaining greater compression results. The greater compression rates achieved in this
session lie in the range of between 70-80%.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Conclusions
The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [10] is a standardised protocol for enabling the
integration of telephony and Internet services in a converged wire-line and wireless
Internet network.

The basic SIP protocol is specified as a signalling protocol for

establishing, modifying and teiTninating multi-media sessions ranging from multimedia conferences to simple point-to-point voice calls. Since SIP itself is based on
other Internet protocols such as SMTP and HTTP [23], it is easily extensible to
provide a range of services such as chat. Instant Messaging and Presence. However,
SIP is a text-based protocol and is engineered for bandwidth-rich links. As a result,
SIP messages have not been optimised in terms of size leading to delays in
transmission and session set-up on low bandwidth links. With the planned usage of
this protocol in wireless handsets as part of 2.5G and 3G cellulai' networks, the large
message size is problematic.
The work presented here has investigated, designed and implemented a compression
technique called Text based Compression using Cache and Blank approach (TCCB).
This technique is proposed as a means to combat the long transmission delays
incurred with such long text SIP messages in a network environment with limited
bandwidth by reducing the size of the messages to be transmitted.
The TCCB algorithm developed during the course of this study has been designed to
be efficient, simple and scalable.

Application of TCCB has yielded a significant
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decrease in message sizes.

TCCB’s static dictionaries enable a degree of

compression to be achieved even in the first message transmitted.

This rate of

compression is of course highly dependant on the amount of message content
common to the static dictionaries.

However, on average the rate of compression

achieved based solely on TCCB’s static dictionaries is in the range of 15-25%.
The various results presented in Chapter 4 for numerous sessions portrayed
compression rates per session up to 80%. Whilst compression rates such as this are
achievable, the average TCCB compression rate per session lies on average in the
60-70% range.

The compression rates on a per message basis reach up to 90%

displaying the power of TCCB where a message bears a high level of redundancy
mainly found in responses and where the cache of an entity has become considerably
detailed.
Application of TCCB in a GPRS network has shown a successful practical
application in which TCCB’s operation has resulted in significant compression rates
for Presence and Instant Messaging and Voice over IP (VoIP) services. The impact
of message redundancy is notable in the results presented in the previous chapter for
TCCB’s application to VoIP and Presence and IM sessions. In both cases, as the
session proceeded, the TCCB compression rates per message attained remained
consistently in the higher range of 70% and greater, with a maximum of 80%
compression in the Real Instant Messaging session.
TCCB implementation requires entities wishing to communicate using TCCB to
incorporate a TCCB “shim” layer into its SIP stack.

The TCCB layer is added

between the upper text-based application layers e g. SIP and the lower transport
layers. The inclusion of a TCCB “shim” layer in the SIP stack of a communicating
entity is transparent to the already existing layers and its operation does not in any
way alter that of the other layers.
To summarise, the main conclusions of this work are:
•

The TCCB compression algorithm designed is efficient and simple.

•

The compression rates achieved using TCCB are very good, on average in the
range of 60-70% per session.
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•

The inclusion of a TCCB “shim” layer in a SIP stack is transparent and does
not alter the operation of the other layer in any manner or form.

•

Successful application of TCCB in a GPRS network has shown considerable
compression rates for Presence and IM and VoIP services.

6.2 Further Work
This study has presented a SIP compression technique whose application is intended
to reduce any delays encountered in a network of limited bandwidth, where the size
of the transmitted messages are quite large.
At present, the Robust Header Compression (ROHC) working group of the Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF) has proposed a standard compression algorithm
negotiation mechanism called Signalling Compression (SigComp) defined in RFC
3320 [44].

The next step is to either bring TCCB in line with this mechanism of

negotiation, or alternatively, to tackle the problems arising in SigComp including
memory and processing concerns and develop either an extension to SigComp which
can deal with these problems or potentially an alternative mechanism for
compression algorithm negotiation.
The TCCB compression technique presented here is intended for use with the
Session Initiation Protocol (SIP).

Further research in this area may be to further

develop TCCB such that it is applicable to a variety of text-based protocols e g.
HTTP, not just SIP. The basic fundamentals of TCCB have been designed such that
its fundamental operating principles can be applied to all text-based protocols. This
work would require the generalisation of TCCB such that it is able to perform as
efficiently with other text-based protocols as seen in its application to SIP. TCCB
would have to be developed to be able to detect firstly the protocol it is compressing.
Secondly, if static dictionaries are applicable to a protocol, then TCCB must be
capable of accepting the static dictionaries for the relevant protocol and be able to
communicate with a parser specific to that given protocol.
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